PUBLIC NOTICE
There will be a meeting of the Board of Trustees of the L. E. Phillips Memorial Public
Library on Thursday, April 19, 2012 at 5:00 p.m. in the Board Room of the Library
at 400 Eau Claire Street, Eau Claire, Wisconsin.

AGENDA
1) Member Roll Call
2) Citizen Comments (limited to 5 minutes per citizen)
3) Approval of Previous Minutes of the Library Board (Page 1)
4) Communications
5) Report of the Library Director (Page 53)
6) Report of the Library Board President
7) Committee Reports
8) Friends of the Library Report
9) IFLS Board Report
10) Financial Reports (Page 65)
11) Action on Bills and Claims (Page 71)
12) Statistical Report (Page 84)
13) Old Business
a. County Library Planning Committee update (Stella Pagonis)
14) New Business
a. Strategic Planning Update for Year 2 (2012)
(Page 86)
b. 2012 Allocation of Materials Spending (Mark Troendle) (Page 95)
c. Discussion and action on policy review of the month:
(Page 96)
Service Animals (08/20/09) (changes recommended) (Mark Troendle)
15) Directives from the Library Board of Trustees to the Library Director
16) Adjournment

In order to accommodate the participation of individuals with special needs at this
meeting, the Library will provide the services of a sign language interpreter or make other
reasonable accommodations on request. To make such a request, please notify the Library
at 715/833.5318 at least two days prior to the meeting.

Trustees: If you are unable to attend this meeting, please notify the Library’s
Administrative Office by calling 715/833.5318

L.E. PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
Minutes of a Meeting of the Board of Trustees
A meeting of the Board of Trustees of the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library was
held on Thursday, March 15, 2012 at 5 p.m. in the Board Room of the Library.
Board members present: Bruce, France, Fraser, Hauser, Horan, Pagonis, Pavelski,
Stelter and Wisner. Board members absent: Lee.
Staff present: Depa, Kriese, Stoneberg and Troendle. Guests present: none.
CITIZEN COMMENTS: None.
APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MEETING MINUTES
On a motion made by Bob Fraser and seconded by Robert Hauser, the Board unanimously
approved the minutes of the February 16, 2012 Board meeting.
COMMUNICATIONS
John Stoneberg shared articles on: Are We Suffering from eReader Fatigue? Yes, No
and Maybe So; Penguin Ends E-Book Library Lending And Relationship With
OverDrive; Librarians Feel Sticker Shock as rice for Random House EBooks Rises as
Much as 300 Percent; U.S. Warns Apple, Publishers.
John Stoneberg passed out a flyer from IFLS on Solving the Puzzle: Questions and
Answer Sessions for Library Trustees.
REPORT OF THE LIBRARY DIRECTOR Included:
John Stoneberg is exploring options for offering hot and cold beverages for library
customers with the assistance of Ron and Michelle Lovelien of the Living Room
Coffee House and with Stansfield Vending Company. After speaking with the Health
Department, the Loveliens no longer appear to be interested in working any further
with the Library on this. At the very least, the library will consider vending
machines.
John Stoneberg has been working on the details of installing the Circle of Friends
sculpture in the corner garden. The installation date is April 12, 2012.
Other highlights and management staff reports.
REPORT FROM THE LIBRARY BOARD PRESIDENT:
Don Wisner reviewed with the Board members their terms and when their terms
expire.
Each committee member was asked to review what they and the committee are
responsible for and be ready for a full Board review at either the April or May Board
meeting.
The Nominating Committee will be holding a meeting in April.
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COMMITTEE REPORTS
Executive
On a motion made by Robert Hauser and seconded by Penny France, the Board
unanimously approved the revised Library Director Evaluation timeline process.
On a motion made by Linda Stelter and seconded by Bob Fraser, the Board
unanimously approved the revised Library Director Job description.
On a motion made by Susan Bruce and seconded by Penny France, the Board
unanimously approved the revised Library Director Evaluation forms as amended.
REPORT FROM THE FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY:
Currently there are 648 members.
The Friends webpage will be revised soon.
The annual meeting will be held on April 16, 2012.
REPORT OF THE REPRESENTATIVE TO THE IFLS BOARD
Work on the IFLS Annual Report in underway.
FINANCIAL REPORT:
Was reviewed.
ACTION ON BILLS & CLAIMS
On a motion made by Penny France and seconded by Bob Fraser, the Board unanimously
approved the Bills & Claims of February 03-24, 2012 as well as the Supplemental Bills &
Claims for February.
STATISTICAL REPORT:
The Board reviewed the February statistical report.
CONSIDERATION OF OLD BUSINESSS
Stella Pagonis gave an update on the County Library Planning Committee. Stella
Pagonis believes the Library Services Agreement will have small revisions made to it
but basically remain the same as the current agreement with the County taking over
the levying. The next Committee meeting will take place on March 28.
On a motion made by Stella Pagonis and seconded by Linda Stelter, the Board
unanimously approved the 2011 Library Annual Report to the State of Wisconsin as
corrected.
CONSIDERATION OF NEW BUSINESS
On a motion made by Penny France and seconded by Jackie Pavelski, the Board
unanimously approved no adjusted July 1, 2012 compensation for professional staff,
pages and child care workers.
The calendar for the 2013 budget process was reviewed.
On a motion made by Jackie Pavelski and seconded by Penny France, the Board
unanimously approved no changes to the Use of Tobacco Products policy.
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DIRECTIVES:
Follow-up with The Living Room Coffee House and Stansfield Vending.
Review the Strategic Plan at all staff meetings.
Continue the preparations regarding the Circle of Friends sculpture.
ADJOURNMENT
On a motion made by Robert Hauser and seconded by Penny France, the Board unanimously
adjourned at 6:15 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Jackie Depa,
Purchasing Associate
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TO:

The Library Board of Trustees

FROM:

John Stoneberg, Library Director

DATE:

April 12, 2012

SUBJECT:

Communications

___________________________________________________________________________

IFLS Library System Membership Compliance Letter (March 28, 2012)
As mentioned in February, IFLS is required to develop a plan to bring LEPMPL back into
compliance regarding Freegal and Freading and the “same services” requirement so the IFLS
Board received the attached letter in their March 28 Board packet. I fundamentally disagreed
how “same services” is applied in this library’s particularly situation and how “same
services” can be applied differently in specific situations around the state. I will continue to
update you on how all this proceeds.
What Patrons Teach Us—and Publishers Should Learn (February 10, 2012)
A new report from Library Journal indicates that it is vital for libraries to connect with digital
customers, especially ebook readers, and satisfying their expectations has a meaningful
upside for both the library users and the publishing community. The report, “Mobile
Devices, Mobile Content, and Library Apps,” a part of Library Journal’s ongoing Patron
Profiles series, points out that even though digital users—defined as a customer who uses a
smartphone, ereader, or tablet—remain a minority, they are, nonetheless, more active than
the general patron not only in digital services but also “in virtually every metric of library
activity.” As such, they could guide librarians in understanding the intersection of their print
holdings and their growing digital collections.
E-Readers Grow; Libraries Can't Get Many Titles (March 18, 2012)
“The popularity of e-readers is soaring, but good luck finding that hot new title at your local
library. Most large publishers refuse to sell critical portions of their digital catalogs for
library lending, and those that do are imposing stiff fees and onerous rules.”
The Rise of E-Reading (April 5, 2012)
The Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project has released the first
comprehensive examination of U.S. adult reading habits since e-books have come to
prominence. Among its key findings are that 78 percent of adults read a book in the past
year and 14 percent of these readers borrowed their last book from our nation’s libraries.
Additionally, one in five adults reported reading an e-book in the past year.
Much of the report confirms trends to which we’ve been eyewitnesses: four times the
number of people report reading e-books on a typical day now compared with only two years
ago; and the number of people that own e-reader devices or tablets nearly doubled between
mid-December 2011 and January 2012.
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OverDrive, the largest distributor of e-books to libraries, reports that library customers
checked out 35 million digital titles in 2011, up from 15 million circulations in 2010.
The report indicated that more than two-thirds (67.2 percent) of public libraries offer access
to e-books, up 12 percent from two years ago.
The research also suggests that more formats (print, audio and electronic options) are a boon
for power readers. The average reader of e-books has read more books in the past 12 months
that those who read only in print. And 30 percent of those who read e-content (including
long-form digital content such as e-books, news articles, magazines and journals) now spend
more time reading, and this figure is even higher for people who own e-readers and tablets.
Of great concern, though, are findings that there is a significant gap in those who have read
an e-book in the last year versus those who did not based on level of education and income
(34 percent of those who read an e-book had some college education, compared to 19 percent
of high school graduates or less education; and 38 percent of those with household incomes
greater than $75,000 had read an e-book, compared with 20 percent of those with incomes
less than $30,000), and that fewer people overall are reading books. The percentage of adults
who said they had NOT read a book in the last year or did not answer the question is 22
percent--which is greater than the percentage of adults who read an e-book. This compares
to past Gallup surveys about reading in which 17 percent of adults did not answer the
question or reported not reading in the past year in 2005 or 12 percent who reported this was
the case in 1978, when the first Gallup survey took place.
Another issue to watch is the availability of e-content. While a majority reports they find econtent in the format they want, 23 percent say the material they want is “only sometimes,”
“hardly ever” or never available.
I’ve included the first most relevant pages of the report. If you want to look at the whole
report, it can be found at:
http://libraries.pewinternet.org/files/legacy-pdf/The%20rise%20of%20ereading%204.5.12.pdf.
2012 State of America’s Libraries (April 9, 2012)
Publishers limiting library e-book lending, budget cuts and book challenges are just a few
library trends of the past year that are placing free access to information in jeopardy.
The rapid growth of e-books has stimulated increasing demand for them in libraries, but
libraries only have limited access to e-books because of restrictions placed on their use by
publishers. Macmillan Publishing, Simon and Schuster and Hachette Book Group refused to
sell e-books to libraries. HarperCollins imposed an arbitrary 26 loans per e-book license and
Penguin refused to let libraries lend its new titles altogether. When Random House raised ebook prices, the American Library Association (ALA) urged it to reconsider.
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The single-minded drive to reduce budget deficits continued to take its toll on essential
services at all levels of society in 2011 with teachers and librarians sometimes seen as easy
targets for layoffs. Even the federal Institute of Museum and Library Services suffered
budget cuts and the Library of Congress lost nearly 10 percent of its workforce.
School librarians faced especially draconian budgetary challenges in 2011. Cuts began at the
federal level in May 2011 when the Department of Education eliminated fiscal 2011 funding
for the Improving Literacy through School Libraries program, the only federal program
solely for school libraries in the United States. The effects were soon felt at the state and
local levels.
Academic librarians and their colleagues in higher education in the United States also
continued to navigate a “new normal” characterized by stagnating budgets, unsustainable
costs, increased student enrollments and reduced staff.
Even during a period of budget battles, however, the library community, led by the ALA,
stood firm against censorship. Internet-age versions of copyright and piracy issues shot to
the forefront as 2011 turned into 2012 and the acronyms SOPA (the Stop Online Piracy Act)
and PIPA (the PROTECT IP Act of 2011) became part of the vocabulary as the library and
First Amendment communities took a strong stand against proponents of the legislation.
Book banning efforts were alive and well in 2011. The ALA Office for Intellectual Freedom
(OIF) received 326 reports regarding attempts to remove or restrict materials from school
curricula and library bookshelves. The Top Ten Most Frequently Challenged Books of 2011
include the following titles; each title is followed by the reasons given for challenging the
book:
1) ttyl; ttfn; l8r, g8r (series), by Lauren Myracle (Offensive language; religious
viewpoint; sexually explicit; unsuited to age group) (ttyl owned by six MORE
libraries; other titles not in MORE)
2) The Color of Earth (series), by Kim Dong Hwa (Nudity; sex education; sexually
explicit; unsuited to age group) (owned by three MORE libraries)
3) The Hunger Games trilogy, by Suzanne Collins (Anti-ethnic; anti-family;
insensitivity; offensive language; occult/satanic; violence) (owned by LEPMPL and
other MORE libraries)
4) My Mom’s Having A Baby! A Kid’s Month-by-Month Guide to Pregnancy, by Dori
Hillestad Butler (Nudity; sex education; sexually explicit; unsuited to age group)
(owned by LEPMPL and other MORE libraries)
5) The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, by Sherman Alexie (Offensive
language; racism; religious viewpoint; sexually explicit; unsuited to age group)
(owned by LEPMPL and other MORE libraries)
6) Alice (series), by Phyllis Reynolds Naylor (Nudity; offensive language; religious
viewpoint) (owned by LEPMPL and other MORE libraries)
7) Brave New World, by Aldous Huxley (Insensitivity; nudity; racism; religious
viewpoint; sexually explicit) (owned by LEPMPL and other MORE libraries)
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8) What My Mother Doesn’t Know, by Sonya Sones (Nudity; offensive language;
sexually explicit) (owned by LEPMPL and other MORE libraries)
9) Gossip Girl (series), by Cecily Von Ziegesar (Drugs; offensive language; sexually
explicit) (owned by LEPMPL and other MORE libraries)
10) To Kill a Mockingbird, by Harper Lee (Offensive language; racism) (owned by
LEPMPL and other MORE libraries)
A challenge is defined as a formal, written complaint filed with a library or school requesting
that a book or other material be restricted or removed because of its content or
appropriateness.
The State of America’s Libraries Report documents trends in library usage and details the
impact of library budget cuts, technology use and the various other challenges facing U.S.
libraries. I’ve included a relevant sampling of the report in your packet. The full report is
available at http://www.ala.org/news/mediapresscenter/americaslibraries/soal2012.
U.S. Alleges E-Book Scheme: Lawsuit Says Apple, Publishers Colluded to Raise Prices;
Three Will Settle (April 11, 2012)
The U.S. filed an antitrust lawsuit against Apple Inc. and five of the nation's largest
publishers, alleging they conspired to limit competition for the pricing of e-books. The U.S.
accused Apple Inc. and five of the nation's largest publishers Wednesday of conspiring to
raise e-book prices, in a case that could radically reorder the fast-growing business.
Three of the publishers settled with the Justice Department, agreeing to let Amazon and other
retailers resume discounting of e-books. Settlement of a separate suit filed by 16 states and
U.S. territories could lead to tens of millions of dollars in restitution to consumers who
bought e-books at the higher prices.
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1538 Truax Boulevard • Eau Claire, WI 54703-1569
715-839-5082 • Toll Free 800-321-5427 • Fax 715-839-5151
tellus@ifls.lib.wi.us • www.ifls.lib.wi.us

TO: L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library Board of Trustees
FROM: John Thompson, Indianhead Federated Library System Director
RE: Library System Membership Compliance
DATE: March 2012
As part of our review of the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library’s 2011 annual report,
we find that the Public Library is not in compliance with Wisconsin State Statute
43.15(4)(c)4: “The library board has entered into a written agreement…and to provide,
to any resident of the system area, the same library services….” The provision of
Freegal and Freading to Eau Claire Public Library barcode holders is the service that
currently does not meet the same service provisions.
By not checking this compliance box, the Indianhead Federated Library System (IFLS)
is required to develop a plan to bring the library back into compliance.
Outlined below is a plan to bring the Library back into compliance with Wisconsin State
Statute.
By May 2012—IFLS staff and the Library Director will meet impacted system members
to discuss alternative products and authentication methods as well as system wide
purchases to determine if a cost effective solution exists for providing the same product
or similar product(s).
By September 2012—The MORE Directors Council and/or the IFLS Board will
determine if MORE and/or IFLS purchases can be made of the same product or a
similar product(s).
March 2013—The Library shall indicate compliance with all membership requirements.

Cc: Library Director
IFLS Board

Ensuring all area residents have access to libraries in
Barron, Chippewa, Dunn, Eau Claire, Pepin, Pierce, Polk, Price, Rusk, and St Croix counties.
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What Patrons Teach Us—and Publishers Should Learn
February 10, 2012 By Michael Kelley
Print and ebooks go hand in hand for active library users-and publishers should take note

A new report from LJ indicates that it is vital for libraries to connect with digital patrons,
especially ebook readers, and satisfying their expectations has a meaningful upside for both
the library users and the publishing community.
The report, “Mobile Devices, Mobile Content, and Library Apps,” a part of LJ’s ongoing
Patron Profiles series, points out that even though digital users—defined as a patron who
uses a smartphone, ereader, or tablet—remain a minority, they are, nonetheless, more active
than the general patron not only in digital services but also “in virtually every metric of
library activity.” As such, they could guide librarians in understanding the intersection of
their print holdings and their growing digital collections.
“What we are trying to do with Patron Profiles is to help librarians better understand their
patrons as consumers of media, or content, and how patrons are using libraries as content
providers, particularly digital content,” said Ian Singer, VP and group publisher for LJ,
School Library Journal, and The Horn Book. “The preferences and behaviors we are finding
are key to helping libraries keep pace with the overarching trends in digital consumption and
technologies that enable both reading and discovery of content,” he said.
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LJ surveyed 2,155 library patrons in conjunction with Bowker PubTrack Consumer, and the
results were analyzed by Steve Paxhia and John Parsons, who also prepared the highly
regarded November 2011 ebook study from the Book Industry Study Group.
The ebook patron
One subgroup the LJ report is trending over the first four issues of the series is the ebook
patron, whom the report defines as a patron who has downloaded and read an ebook from
any source. Ebook patrons accounted for 22 percent (476) of all respondents. However, only
ten percent of these ebook patrons borrowed an ebook from the library. Many (23 percent)
had technical difficulty downloading from the library, and 44 percent responded that the
library did not have the title they wanted.
“This disparity shows the opportunity for libraries to provide better ebook services, as well as
the potential threat of patrons becoming comfortable with buying ebooks instead,” the report
notes. It also illustrates how essential it is for librarians to be at the table with publishers
“with a clear message on what they need to circulate ebooks.”
Even the 102 percent jump in ebook circulation reported in LJ’s 2012 Book Buying Survey
(coming soon) appears inadequate to meet demand, as 74 percent of the ebook patrons in the
Patron Profiles report say they want even more ebooks in the library.
However, the report also shows that ebook patrons are not just about ebook consumption.
They consistently polled higher than other patrons in onsite library activities, from borrowing
DVDs to attending library events. And they outstripped other patrons in online activity, from
catalog searches to placing holds on titles.
“If ebook patrons’ activities are representative of future demand for library services—
including not only ebook consumption but also digital services and mobile applications—
then it is vital to note their preference and plan accordingly,” the report says.
The Power Patron
The LJ report said rectifying such missed service opportunities with the occasional user is an
important step in helping to turn those users into Power Patrons, users who visit the library at
least once a week. This is a vital strategic move because, according to the report, Power
Patrons seem “to understand their libraries’ full range of services” (“Snapshot of the Power
Patron,” below).
“These data suggest that one of the greatest challenges for libraries is to find ways to
communicate with potential Power Patrons and to engage them with the full set of media
consumption activities,” the report says. Power Patrons, who are more likely to be women
and slightly higher educated than occasional patrons, set “the pace for library use and are a
model to study when designing services to foster engagement with the library.”
The Power Patron is also a key factor in what the report calls “a symbiotic relationship
between library patronage and consumer book purchasing”: 37 percent of Power Patrons
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reported purchasing a book they had previously borrowed from the library, and 67 percent
said they had bought a book by an author they first discovered in the library. But even those
who use the library less often contribute mightily to the book buying ecosystem. “It’s
exciting to have data to back the sense that library use is also an economic engine for the
book industry,” says Rebecca T. Miller, series editor for Patron Profiles and editor in chief of
SLJ . “Publishers now have proof of how libraries support their business models, and we
hope this will guide their thinking on how best to partner with libraries to foster the most
robust culture of literacy possible.”
Snapshot of the Power Patron

MEDIA CONSUMPTION
Read single book on multiple
devices
Borrow movies from the library
Borrow CDs from the library
Borrow games from the library
RANKING OF LIBRARY
DATABASES
First place to go for online/digital
content
Second place to go for online/digital
content

All Survey
Respondents

Power
Patrons

Occasional
Patrons

31.4%

39.9%

23.9%

23.6%
11.1%
1.9%

42.1%
22.9%
2.3%

14.7%
6.3%
1.7%

8.1%

11.2%

5.7%

12.4%

17.4%

8.3%

SOURCE: LIBRARY JOURNAL PATRON PROFILES 2012, VOL. 2: “MOBILE DEVICES,
MOBILE CONTENT, AND LIBRARY APPS”
Still, a dearth of library apps
In the LJ survey, 28 percent of the respondents had a smartphone, 16 percent had a dedicated
ereader, and 12 percent owned a tablet.
Even as the ownership of such devices steadily expands and alters patrons’ expectations of
the library, the report shows that many libraries do not have a dedicated mobile app and only
about three percent of patrons have actually used one. Nevertheless, there is a strong demand
for apps among key patron subgroups that are more likely to own a mobile device and who
demand expansion of the full range of library services, from movies to games to ebook
collections to placing holds on print.
“Such demand will continue to grow as long as new mobile digital devices are selling
rapidly, and it points to a problematic gap for libraries in terms of delivering enough to meet
expectations,” the report says.
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A report released January 23 by the Pew Internet & American Life Project reinforces that this
demand is part of the larger, inexorable surge in the dedicated ereader and tablet markets.
The Pew report shows that the number of Americans owning at least one of these digital
reading devices jumped from 18 percent in December to 29 percent in January. Also, Juniper
Research has predicted that annual revenues from ebooks for portable devices will jump to
$9.7 billion by 2016, up from $3.2 billion in 2011.
Providing convenience
The experience of the Broward County Library in Florida bears out some of these findings.
Broward launched its BCL WoW app, developed by Boopsie, in December. The app allows
catalog search, account management, and other features.
“In that first month we had 1800 downloads of the app. We were amazed that it happened
that quickly,” Stephen Grubb, the library’s e-services manager, told LJ for this article.
“Those people made over 50,000 searches of the catalog in the first month.”
Rebecca Ranallo, the Internet and media service manager of the Cuyahoga County Public
Library in Ohio, said that patrons gravitate toward her Boopsie-developed library app, which
launched in April 2011, for convenience.
“We see it as a convenience for people who are just looking for a quicker way to connect
with libraries,” she told LJ.
Grubb did not have demographic information on these users, but he said that the people
downloading the app frequently had not been library patrons previously or had not used the
library for a long while.
The 21–40 demographic
The LJ report also highlights patrons in the 21–40 age group, which has a higher-thanaverage ownership of app-capable devices. “These patrons represent the future of the library
in terms of new behaviors that are enabled by technology,” the report says.
The 21–40 group’s book borrowing behavior is slightly lower than the overall population, but
these individuals make up for that by their borrowing of family-related media such as movies
and games.
The report recommends libraries capitalize on this borrowing pattern to “turn them on to the
whole collection” and to remember that, as with ebook users, “the mobile device ownership
and digital media behavior of the 21–40 age group should inform libraries in planning their
long-term mobile strategy.”
“Throughout my public library career I was hungry for data, most especially neutral,
authoritative data that I could rely on,” said Barbara Genco, the project manager for Patron
Profiles and a 34-year veteran of the Brooklyn Public Library. “Patron Profiles will keep
foremost the knowledge that public library managers need.”
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E-readers grow; libraries can't get many titles
James Temple, San Francisco Chronicle Columnist
March 18, 2012
The popularity of e-readers is soaring, but good luck finding that hot new title at your local
library.
Most large publishers refuse to sell critical portions of their digital catalogs for library
lending, and those that do are imposing stiff fees and onerous rules.
It's one more point of contention over the behavior of these companies, as the Justice
Department reportedly threatens to file a lawsuit accusing them of collusion in the consumer
e-book market.
The worry in this case is that as more and more reading occurs on digital devices, these sorts
of restrictions could chip away at the value of libraries - and the societal good they promote
in providing equal access to information.
"If we're not allowed to have access to or even allowed the ability to purchase that broad
array of titles, what does that mean for the longevity of the library?" asked Trent Garcia,
electronic resources librarian for the San Francisco Public Library. "What is our role if we
don't have access to that content?"
Many libraries do, of course, already offer digital content, but it tends to be either books from
smaller publishers or tightly limited catalogs from larger ones.
Simon & Schuster and Macmillan make almost none of their digital content available for
library lending, according to the trade publication Library Journal and library sources.
Hachette Book Group and, as of late last year, Penguin Group (USA) restrict sales to backlog
titles.
Random House and HarperCollins do sell e-books to libraries, but the former just raised
prices to library wholesalers like OverDrive by as much as three times, and the latter requires
publishers to acquire a new license after a book has circulated more than 26 times.
Major struggle
What's at work here?
Publishers have never been thrilled about public institutions lending out their products for
free, because it might undercut total sales. (It's a debatable point since libraries also
encourage lifelong reading habits.) But U.S. copyright laws have long protected the rights of
libraries - or individuals - who legally acquire books to lend them out.
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The nature of digital books, however, gives publishers a new opportunity to assert greater
control through technology, terms of service and pricing power. Libraries can't simply buy
the virtual books and hand them out in the way they can with physical ones.
The Association of American Publishers and several of the companies in question didn't
respond to inquiries from The Chronicle. But they've argued in the past that lending e-books
is a graver threat than physical ones, demanding a different set of restrictions, because of the
lack of "friction."
In other words, to borrow and return a physical book, a person has to get themselves to an
actual library at least twice. With digital, they can just as easily download a free book from
the library, as they can a full-priced version from Amazon.
Mary Minow, Follett Chair at Dominican University and a library law consultant, argues
there are critical differences that do add some sand back into the gears. She noted that ebooks are still "due" after a few weeks and that there are wait times for popular titles since
libraries acquire licenses to only a specific number of copies.
Some libraries are already pushing back, at least implicitly asserting that existing copyright
laws already apply to the digital sphere.
The academic libraries at Texas A&M University have simply been buying digital books in
the consumer market and loading them up on Kindles that they then lend out. Others have
done the same.
But some of these institutions might be operating in a legal gray area, since the terms of use
for some e-readers seem to bar that sort of use.
"Unless specifically indicated otherwise, you may not sell, rent, lease, distribute, broadcast,
sublicense, or otherwise assign any rights to the Digital Content or any portion of it to any
third party," read the terms for Amazon's Kindle (emphasis mine).
The Sacramento Public Library announced last year that it would begin lending out Nooks
with limited content, though it did so through a partnership with Barnes & Noble.
To clear up any legal uncertainty and protect the privacy of library users, Minow argues that
legislators need to amend federal copyright law to assert that libraries can own and lend
digital books.
Clarifying ownership
The word "own" is deliberate here, because she believes libraries need to preserve their
archives no matter how wholesalers or publishers alter their licensing terms over time. In
addition, she said it's difficult to prevent the likes of Amazon or Barnes & Noble from
collecting information about reading habits - a hot-button issue in the library world - so long
as they're dependent on the normal licensing arrangements.
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Others watching this space also think new legal protections are necessary to protect the role
of libraries.
"If the companies persist, the library will no longer be a preserver of the cultural record or a
provider of community services that assist people who don't have the money to go out and
buy this content," said Sarah Houghton, the interim director at the San Rafael Public Library
who has drawn attention to these issues on her Librarian in Black blog. "We bridge the
digital divide and the content divide."
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APRIL 5, 2012

The rise of e-reading
21% of Americans have read an e-book. The increasing
availability of e-content is prompting some to read more than in
the past and to prefer buying books to borrowing them.
Lee Rainie
Director, Pew Internet Project
Kathryn Zickuhr
Research Specialist, Pew Internet Project
Kristen Purcell
Associate Director for Research, Pew Internet
Project
Mary Madden
Senior Research Specialist, Pew Internet Project
Joanna Brenner
Web Coordinator, Pew Internet Project

Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project
1615 L St., NW – Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20036
Phone: 202-419-4500
http://libraries.pewinternet.org/2012/04/04/the-rise-of-e-reading/
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Summary of findings
One-fifth of American adults (21%) report that they have read an e-book in the past year, and this
number increased following a gift-giving season that saw a spike in the ownership of both tablet
computers and e-book reading devices such as the original Kindles and Nooks.1 In mid-December 2011,
17% of American adults had reported they read an e-book in the previous year; by February, 2012, the
share increased to 21%.
The rise of e-books in American culture is part of a larger story about a shift from printed to digital
material. Using a broader definition of e-content in a survey ending in December 2011, some 43% of
Americans age 16 and older say they have either read an e-book in the past year or have read other
long-form content such as magazines, journals, and news articles in digital format on an e-book reader,
tablet computer, regular computer, or cell phone.
Those who have taken the plunge into reading e-books stand out in almost every way from other kinds
of readers. Foremost, they are relatively avid readers of books in all formats: 88% of those who read ebooks in the past 12 months also read printed books.2 Compared with other book readers, they read
more books. They read more frequently for a host of reasons: for pleasure, for research, for current
events, and for work or school. They are also more likely than others to have bought their most recent
book, rather than borrowed it, and they are more likely than others to say they prefer to purchase books
in general, often starting their search online.
The growing popularity of e-books and the adoption of specialized e-book reading devices are
documented in a series of new nationally representative surveys by the Pew Research Center’s Internet
& American Life Project that look at the public’s general reading habits, their consumption of print
books, e-books and audiobooks, and their attitudes about the changing ways that books are made
available to the public.
Most of the findings in this report come from a survey of 2,986 Americans ages 16 and older, conducted
on November 16-December 21, 2011, that extensively focused on the new terrain of e-reading and
people’s habits and preferences. Other surveys were conducted between January 5-8 and January 1215, 2012 to see the extent to which adoption of e-book reading devices (both tablets and e-readers)
might have grown during the holiday gift-giving season and those growth figures are reported here.
Finally, between January 20-Febuary 19, 2012, we re-asked the questions about the incidence of book
reading in the previous 12 months in order to see if there had been changes because the number of
device owners had risen so sharply. All data cited in this report are from the November/December
survey unless we specifically cite the subsequent surveys. This work was underwritten by a grant from
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.

Key findings:
A fifth of American adults have read an e-book in the past year and the number of e-book readers
grew after a major increase in ownership of e-book reading devices and tablet computers during the
holiday gift-giving season. A pre-holiday survey found that 17% of Americans age 18 and older had read
an e-book in the previous 12 months and a post-holiday survey found that the number had grown to
1
2

American adults age 18 and older, as of February 2012.
Americans age 16 and older, as of December 2011.
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21%. This coincides with significant increases in ownership of e-book reading devices and tablet
computers over the holiday gift-giving season. Ownership of e-book readers like the original Kindle and
Nook jumped from 10% in December to 19% in January and ownership of tablet computers such as
iPads and Kindle Fires increased from 10% in mid-December to 19% in January. In all, 28% of Americans
age 18 and older own at least one specialized device for e-book reading – either a tablet or an e-book
reader.
The average reader of e-books says she has read 24 books (the mean number) in the past 12 months,
compared with an average of 15 books by a non-e-book consumer. Some 78% of those ages 16 and
older say they read a book in the past 12 months. Those readers report they have read an average (or
mean number) of 17 books in the past year and 8 books as a median (midpoint) number.
Those who read e-books report they have read more books in all formats. They reported an average of
24 books in the previous 12 months and had a median of 13 books. Those who do not read e-books say
they averaged 15 books in the previous year and the median was 6 books.
For device owners, those who own e-book readers also stand out. They say they have read an average of
24 books in the previous year (vs. 16 books by those who do not own that device). They report having
read a median of 12 books (vs. 7 books by those who do not own the device).
Interestingly, there were not major differences between tablet owners and non-owners when it came to
the volume of books they say they had read in the previous 12 months.
Overall, those who reported reading the most books in the past year include: women compared with
men; whites compared with minorities; well-educated Americans compared with less-educated
Americans; and those age 65 and older compared with younger age groups.
30% of those who read e-content say they now spend more time reading, and owners of tablets and
e-book readers particularly stand out as reading more now. Some 41% of tablet owners and 35% of ereading device owners said they are reading more since the advent of e-content. Fully 42% of readers of
e-books said they are reading more now that long-form reading material is available in digital format.
The longer people have owned an e-book reader or tablet, the more likely they are to say they are
reading more: 41% of those who have owned either device for more than a year say they are reading
more vs. 35% of those who have owned either device for less than six months who say they are reading
more.
Men who own e-reading devices and e-content consumers under age 50 are particularly likely to say
they are reading more.
The prevalence of e-book reading is markedly growing, but printed books still dominate the world of
book readers. In our December 2011 survey, we found that 72% of American adults had read a printed
book and 11% listened to an audiobook in the previous year, compared with the 17% of adults who had
read an e-book.
x

There are four times more people reading e-books on a typical day now than was the case less
than two years ago. On any given day, 45% of book readers are reading a book in one format or
another. And there has been a shift in the format being used by those who are reading on a
typical day. In June 2010, 95% of those reading books “yesterday” were reading print books and
4% were reading e-books. In December 2011, 84% of the “yesterday” readers were reading print
books and 15% were reading e-books.
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x

Those who own e-book readers and tablets are avid readers of books in all formats. On any
given day, 49% of those who own e-book readers like the original Kindles and Nooks are reading
an e-book. And 59% of those e-reader owners said they were reading a printed book. On any
given day, 39% of tablet owners are reading an e-book and 64% were reading a printed book.

E-book reading happens across an array of devices, including smartphones. In our December survey we
found that e-book readers age 16 and older were just as likely to have read an e-book on their
computers as had read e-book reader devices specifically made for e-book consumption. Cell phones are
reading devices, too:
x

42% of readers of e-books in the past 12 months said they consume their books on a computer

x

41% of readers of e-books consume their books on an e-book reader like original Kindles or
Nooks

x

29% of readers of e-books consume their books on their cell phones

x

23% of readers of e-books consume their books on a tablet computer.3

In a head-to-head competition, people prefer e-books to printed books when they want speedy access
and portability, but print wins out when people are reading to children and sharing books with others.
We asked a series of questions about format preferences among the 14% of Americans age 16 and up
who in the past 12 months have read both printed books and e-books.
As a rule, dual-platform readers preferred e-books when they wanted to get a book quickly, when they
were traveling or commuting, and when they were looking for a wide selection. However, print was
strongly preferred over e-books when it came to reading to children and sharing books with others.
When asked about reading books in bed, the verdict was split: 45% prefer reading e-books in bed, while
43% prefer print.

3

Many people said they consumed e-books on several devices, so these numbers add up to more than 100%.
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Which is better for these purposes, a printed book or an e-book?
% of those who have read both e-books and printed books in the last 12 months who say that this
format is better for these purposes
Printed books

E-books

100%
83%

81%
80%

73%

69%

60%

53%
43% 45%
35%

40%
25%

19%

20%

13%

9%

0%
Reading with a Sharing books Reading books Having a wide Reading books Being able to
child
with other
in bed
selection of while traveling get a book
people
books to
or commuting
quickly
choose from
Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Reading Habits Survey, November 16December 21, 2011. N=2,986 respondents age 16 and older. Interviews were conducted in English and
Spanish and on landline and cells. N for those who have read both printed books and e-books in the
past 12 months is 701.

The availability of e-content is an issue to some. Of the 43% of Americans who consumed e-books in
the last year or have read other long-form content on digital devices, a majority say they find the econtent is available in the format they want. Yet 23% say they find the material they are seeking “only
sometimes,” “hardly ever,” or never available in the format they want:
x

20% of e-content consumers say the material they want is always available in the format they
want.

x

50% of e-content consumers say the material they want is available “most of the time.”

x

17% of e-content consumers say the material they want is available “only sometimes.”

x

3% of e-content consumers say the material they want is available “hardly ever.”

x

4% of e-content consumers say the material they want is never available.

The majority of book readers prefer to buy rather than borrow. A majority of print readers (54%) and
readers of e-books (61%) prefer to purchase their own copies of these books. Meanwhile, most
audiobook listeners prefer to borrow their audiobooks; just one in three audiobook listeners (32%)
prefer to purchase audiobooks they want to listen to, while 61% prefer to borrow them. Those who own
e-book reading devices and tablet computers are more likely than others to prefer to purchase.
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As for the most recent book people read:
x

48% bought it. Owners of e-book readers and tablets were much more likely than others to have
bought it.

x

24% borrowed it from family, friends, or co-workers.

x

14% borrowed it from a library.

x

13% got it from another source.4

For internet users who read e-books, online bookstores are the first stop. Asked where they start their
search for an e-book they want to read, 75% of e-book readers start their search at an online bookstore
or website. Some 12% start at the library.
Overall, people read for a variety of reasons. Americans cite a range of motives for their reading and it
is often the case that people point to multiple reasons for reading. As a rule, technology users, and
especially tablet owners and those who own e-book readers, are more likely than non-owners to read
for every purpose.
x

80% of Americans age 16 and older say they read at least occasionally for pleasure. Some 36%
read for pleasure every day or almost every day.

x

78% say they read at least occasionally to keep up with current events. People read most
frequently for this reason: 50% say they do it daily or almost every day.

x

74% say they read at least occasionally in order to do research on specific topics that interest
them. Some 24% read for this reason daily or almost every day.

x

56% say they read at least occasionally for work or school. Some 36% read for work or school
daily or almost every day.

Why people like to read. Asked to tell us what they like most about book reading, those who had read a
book in the past 12 months gave a host of reasons that ranged from the highly practical to the sublime.

4

We did not press them for further details about those other sources.
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x

26% of those who had read a book in the past 12 months said that what they enjoyed most was
learning, gaining knowledge, and discovering information.

x

15% cited the pleasures of escaping reality, becoming immersed in another world, and the
enjoyment they got from using their imaginations.

x

12% said they liked the entertainment value of reading, the drama of good stories, the suspense
of watching a good plot unfold.

x

12% said they enjoyed relaxing while reading and having quiet time.

x

6% liked the variety of topics they could access via reading and how they could find books that
particularly interested them.

x

4% said they enjoy finding spiritual enrichment through reading and expanding their worldview.

x

3% said they like being mentally challenged by books.

x

2% cited the physical properties of books – their feel and smell – as a primary pleasure.

Demographics of e-book readers. In our survey ending in February 2012, we found that 29% of adult
book readers had read an e-book in the past 12 months. Overall, that comes to 21% of all adults. Those
who read e-books are more likely to be under age 50, have some college education, and live in
households earning more than $50,000.
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Portrait of e-book readers – 29% of those who read
books in the past year
The % of the book readers ages 18+ in each group who read an e-book in the
past 12 months
*Asterisk denotes statistically significant difference with other rows

% of the book readers who read an ebook in the past 12 months
All those age 18 and older

29%

Gender
Male
Female
Age
18-29
30-49
50-64
65+
Race and ethnicity
White, non-Hispanic
Black, non-Hispanic
Hispanic
Educational attainment
High school grad or less
Some college
College graduate
Household income
Less than $30,000
$30,000-$49,999
$50,000-$74,999
$75,000+

29
28
34*
34*
23
17
29
22
23
19
34*
35*
20
25
35*
38*

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Winter Tracking Survey January
20-February 19, 2012. N=1,377 of adults who read a book in the past 12 months.
Interviews were conducted in English and Spanish and on landline and cells. N for
number of readers who had read an e-book in past 12 months=321.

Those who own e-book reading devices stand out from other book readers and there are sometimes
differences among device owners in their reading habits.
Our December 2011 survey found that those age 16 and older who own tablets or e-book reading
devices are more likely than others to read for every reason: for pleasure, for personal research, for
current events, and for work or school.
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x

Some 89% of e-reading device owners say they read at least occasionally for pleasure,
compared with 80% of all Americans 16 and older. Some 49% read for pleasure every day or
almost every day (vs. 36% of all those 16 and older).

x

Similarly, 89% of e-reading device owners say they read at least occasionally in order to do
research on specific topics that interest them (vs. 74% of all those 16 and older). Some 36%
read for this reason daily or almost every day, compared with 24% of the general population.

x

Some 88% of e-reading device owners (vs. 78% of all those 16 and older) say they read at least
occasionally to keep up with current events. People read most frequently for this reason: 64%
say they do it daily or almost every day (vs. 50% of all 16 and older).

x

Some 71% of e-reading device owners say they read for work or school (vs. 56% of all 16 and
older); almost half (49%) do so daily (compared with 36%).

Device owners read more often. On any given day 56% of those who own e-book reading devices are
reading a book, compared with 45% of the general book-reading public who are reading a book on a
typical day. Some 63% of the e-book device owners who are reading on any given day are reading a
printed book; 42% are reading an e-book; and 4% are listening to an audio book.
Device owners are more likely to buy books. Some 61% of e-reading device owners said they purchased
the most recent book they read, compared with 48% of all readers. Another 15% said they had
borrowed their most recent book from a friend or family member (vs. 24% of all readers), and 10% said
they borrowed it from a library (vs.14% of all readers).
Asked their preference for obtaining books in all formats, e-book reading device owners were more
likely to say they prefer to purchase than to borrow books in any format – print, digital, or audio. In
related fashion, they are also more likely to say they start their searches for e-books at online
bookstores.
Book recommendations. Overall, owners of e-reading devices are more likely than all Americans 16 and
older to get book recommendations from people they knew (81% vs. 64%) and bookstore staff (31% vs.
23%). In addition, compared with the general public, owners of e-reading devices who use the internet
are also more likely to get recommendations from online bookstores or other websites (56% vs. 34%).
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Where do you get recommendations for reading material?
% of Americans age 16+, as of December 2011. For instance, 81% of e-reader and tablet owners say they get
recommendations for reading material from family members, friends, and co-workers.
90%

81%

80%
70%

64%
56%

60%

E-reader and
tablet owners age
16 and older

50%
40%
28%

30%

31%
23%

20%

21%

19%

All those age 16
and older

10%
0%
Family members, Online bookstores Staffers in physical Librarians or library
friends, co-workers or other websites
bookstores
websites
Source: Dec. 2011 results are from a survey of 2,986 people age 16 and older conducted November 16-December
21, 2011. N for number of those owning e-book reader or tablet=1,132. The survey was conducted in English and
Spanish and on landline and cell phones. The margin of error is +/- 2 percentage points. N for the number of
owners of either an e-book reader or a tablet device=1,132.

Other key findings:
x

Amazon’s Kindle Fire, a new tablet computer introduced in late 2011, grew in market share from
5% of the market in mid-December to 14% of the tablet market in mid-January. This change also
grew as the overall size of the tablet market roughly doubled.

x

Among those who do not own tablet computers or e-book reading devices, the main reasons
people say they do not own the devices are: 1) they don’t need or want one, 2) they can’t afford
one, 3) they have enough digital devices already, or 4) they prefer printed books.
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Executive summary
As the national economy continues to struggle toward recovery from the Great Recession, 2011
was a year of grim headlines. The federal Library of Congress lost about 9% of its budget and
10% of its workforce. Detroit, a city in fiscal crisis, agonized all year over how many library
branches to close. In Chicago, Mayor Rahm Emanuel proposed a budget that would eliminate
268 currently vacant positions and lay off almost 300 from the library system. (After he was met
by hundreds of protesters of all ages, including a group of fist-pumping preschoolers, the mayor
backtracked…somewhat.) The Huffington Post took note of it all and started a series in
November headlined “Libraries in Crisis.”
But there was good news as well. The Troy (Mich.) Public Library was saved from closing
permanently after some 58% of voters, who had rejected two similar measures in the past few
years, approved a five-year operating millage. In Los Angeles, voters in March approved by 63%
a measure to increase dedicated spending for the Los Angeles Public Library system by $50
million over the next few years without raising taxes, allowing reinstated full-time hours for 73
branches.

And even some good humor emerged: The Gilpin County (Colo.) Public Library put up a
roadside sign advertising “Free coffee, Internet, notary, phone, smiles, restrooms, and ideas” to
all who entered.

Libraries continue to transform lives
What became clear through it all was that amid the shifting winds of an economic storm,
libraries continue to transform lives, adapting to and adopting new and emerging technologies,
and experimenting with innovative and transformational ideas to provide services that empower
patrons. The public libraries in many major U.S. cities continue to see circulation rise, with
Seattle leading the way with a whopping 50% increase in the past six years. The use of social
media by libraries of all types increased dramatically, and the American Library Association
(ALA), the world’s largest and most influential library association, continues to provide
leadership in the transformation of libraries and library services in a dynamic and increasing
global digital information environment.
The rapid growth of ebooks has stimulated increased demand for them in libraries. Nationwide,
more than two-thirds of public libraries offer ebooks, and availability and use are up. But
libraries only have limited access to ebooks because of restrictions placed on their use by the
nation’s largest publishers. Macmillan, Hachette Book Group, and Simon & Schuster have
refused to sell ebooks to libraries. HarperCollins imposed an arbitrary 26 loans per ebook
license, and Penguin refused to let libraries lend its new titles at all. When Random House raised
ebook prices, the ALA urged it to reconsider. “In a time of extreme financial constraint, a major
price increase effectively curtails access for many libraries, and especially our communities that
are hardest hit economically,” Molly Raphael, ALA president, said in a statement.
Taking the lead in the American library community, several ALA units are addressing the issue of
ebooks and libraries, and of digital content more generally. An ALA-wide body, the Digital
Content and Libraries Working Group, was created to develop strategy and policy, as well as
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provide advice to the ALA on a range of digital content issues. Sari Feldman, executive director
of the Cuyahoga County (Ohio) Public Library, and Robert Wolven, associate university librarian
at Columbia University, were named co-chairs. (They have their work cut out for them. The
definition of a book has expanded so much that the National Book Foundation in 2011 accepted
its first interactive ebook as a submission to the National Book Awards.)
On another front, Raphael joined about 50 other invitees and steering committee members in
March 2011 to discuss the scope and content of the ambitious Digital Public Library of America
project. A formal two-year endeavor was launched in October to find ways to make the American
cultural and scientific record available online by creating a portal to allow the public to obtain
easy online access to collections held at many different institutions. Among the challenges
Raphael noted was how to ensure that the voices of constituencies that were absent at the
meeting — such as school librarians — would be heard.
Meanwhile, the American Library Association continues to play a leading role in the seemingly
endless battle against censorship. Banned Books Week, an annual event sponsored by the ALA
and other organizations, celebrates the freedom to read and the importance of the First
Amendment. Held during the last week of September, Banned Books Week highlights the
benefits of free and open access to information while drawing attention to the harms of
censorship by spotlighting actual or attempted banning of books across the United States. A
perennial highlight is always the Top Ten List of Frequently Challenged Books, compiled
annually by the ALA Office for Intellectual Freedom (OIF).
The suspect works in 2011 ranged from Lauren Myracle’s “ttyl” series to stalwarts such as Brave
New World, which was published 1932 — 80 years ago! — but is still a regular on the list; from
The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian to The Hunger Games (published in 2008 and
made into a film that is now a smash box-office success).

Here’s the OIF’s Top Ten List of Frequently Challenged Books in 2011:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

ttyl; ttfn; l8r, g8r (series), by Lauren Myracle
The Color of Earth (series), by Kim Dong Hwa
The Hunger Games trilogy, by Suzanne Collins
My Mom’s Having A Baby! A Kid’s Month-by-Month Guide to Pregnancy, by Dori
Hillestad Butler
The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, by Sherman Alexie
Alice (series), by Phyllis Reynolds Naylor
Brave New World, by Aldous Huxley
What My Mother Doesn’t Know, by Sonya Sones
Gossip Girl (series), by Cecily Von Ziegesar
To Kill a Mockingbird, by Harper Lee
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Librarians active from New Zealand to Zuccotti Park
Libraries were in the news in other ways that might have been unexpected . . . by someone
unfamiliar with librarians:
¾ Libraries and librarians worldwide shifted into relief mode after a series of natural disasters.
Japan lost lives and libraries in a tsunami. New Zealand and Virginia endured earthquakes.
Hurricane Irene and Tropical Storm Lee battered the East Coast. The ALA, other library
associations, and library workers helped colleagues with funds and technical assistance.
¾ More and more libraries are “going green” in both new construction and renovation. Green
roofs, solar panels, landscaping to manage storm water and other aspects of the local
environment, and certification under the United States Green Building Council’s
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) program have all become more
common. Geothermal well systems, which use the relatively stable temperature of the
ground to heat buildings in winter and cool them in summer, are also gaining in popularity.
¾ “Guerrilla libraries” sprang up in various camps of the Occupy movement, most notably in
Zuccotti Park in New York City, where Occupy Wall Street protesters set up the People’s
Library. By the time police cleared the park on Nov. 15, it held more than 5,500 volumes,
showing that information is an essential ingredient to any community, however temporary.

Other key trends and events
¾ Among the other key trends and events in the library community that are detailed in this
report on the State of America’s Libraries 2012: The library profession continues its
active efforts to make its ranks more accessible to members of ethnic and racial minority
groups and to strengthen its outreach efforts to these underserved populations. The
ALA’s Spectrum Scholarship Program, for example, awarded 53 scholarships in 2011 to
members of underrepresented groups to help them pursue master’s degrees in library
science.
¾ Belt-tightening at all levels of government presented school librarians with a series of
challenges in 2011, and there was scant sign that the situation would improve in 2012.
The budget-cutting began at the federal level in May, when the Department of Education
eliminated fiscal 2011 funding for the Improving Literacy Through School Libraries
program, the only federal program solely for school libraries in the United States. The
effects were soon felt at the state and local levels, although Senator Reed (D-R.I.) was
able to get $28.6 million back into the Fund for Improvement of Education (FIE) and
half of that was earmarked for libraries.
¾ Academic librarians and their colleagues in higher education in the United States also
continued to navigate a “new normal,” characterized by stagnating budgets,
unsustainable costs, increased student enrollments, and reduced staff, and the pressure on
higher education to demonstrate value took on new urgency and importance in 2011–
2012.
¾ U.S. libraries of all types are turning more and more to social media and Web 2.0
applications and tools, using a wide range of applications to connect with customers.
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Facebook and Twitter in particular have proven themselves useful tools not only in
publicizing the availability of online collections, but also in building trusted
relationships with users.
¾ Topics such as ebooks, digital libraries, library lending models, and orphaned works were
much discussed in a Washington driven by partisan politics. Little legislative action
resulted. However, Internet-age versions of copyright and piracy issues shot to the fore
as 2011 turned into 2012, and the acronyms SOPA (the Stop Online Piracy Act) and
PIPA (the PROTECT IP Act of 2011) became part of the vocabulary as the library and
First Amendment communities took a strong stand against proponents of the legislation.
¾ The American Association of School Librarians highlighted censorship awareness by
designating Sept. 28, 2011, as Banned Websites Awareness Day in order to bring
attention to the overly aggressive filtering of educational and social websites used by
students and educators.
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Introduction
An economy still recovering from the Great Recession and stubbornly high unemployment rates
continues to generate increased demand for the free and varied services libraries provide, even as
many revenue-challenged state and local governments have considered libraries the low-hanging
fruit at budget-cutting time.
Even the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) took a budget hit, and the Library of
Congress lost nearly 10% of its workforce, offering targeted voluntary buyouts to 349 employees
in response to a proposed 9% budget cut.
Despite budget pressures, or perhaps as the other side of a two-edged sword, public libraries in
many major U.S. cities continue to see circulation rise. Seattle led the way with a whopping 50%
increase in the past six years.

Public library usage trends in 15 cities, 2011
% change in
library visits
(2005-2011)

Library visits
per capita
(2011)

% change in
circulation
(2005-2011)

Circulation
per capita
(2011)

Atlanta

21

4.1

35

4.6

Baltimore

25

2.8

–9

2.0

Boston

–3

5.5

44

5.8

Brooklyn

13

4.9

31

8.1

Charlotte

–24

3.7

–5

6.1

Chicago

*

4.3

36

3.5

Columbus

–14

8.3

–12

17.2

Detroit

28

6.9

*

3.6

Los Angeles

–10

*

1

4.0

Philadelphia

11

4.0

12

4.7

Phoenix

2

3.0

13

9.6

Pittsburgh

16

4.8

7

7.5

Queens

–9

5.7

9

9.2

San Francisco

8

8.7

46

13.2

Seattle

22

11.4

50

18.7

* Figure not available because table covers only top 14 in each category.
Source: The Pew Charitable Trusts, “The Library in the City: Changing Demands and a Challenging
Future, March 7, 2012.”

Americans are becoming ever more keenly aware that libraries are prime sources for free access
to books, magazines, ebooks, DVDs, the Internet, and professional assistance. And “public
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libraries are also serving as a lifeline for people trying to adapt to challenging economic
circumstances,” said Molly Raphael, president of the American Library Association, “providing
technology training and online resources for employment, access to government resources,
continuing education, retooling for new careers, and starting a small business.”
“Libraries are so essential for learning and for life,” Raphael said after being inaugurated as ALA
president at the 2011 Annual Conference in New Orleans. “Libraries will not just survive but will
thrive when those who use and value libraries join with those who work in libraries to sustain the
critical roles of libraries in our society.”

ALA President Molly Raphael

With that in mind, Raphael is concentrating her presidency
on advocacy and diversity. “Why Libraries Matter:
Empowering Community Voices” will focus on how
librarians can engage their communities to speak out more
effectively for libraries of all types—not just during times
of crisis but throughout the years. The diversity initiative
will build on the effort to significantly increase funding for
the Spectrum Scholarship; it will also promote
inclusiveness in library leadership development efforts to
help make sure that the library leaders of today and
tomorrow are as diverse as the communities they serve.

In addition, Raphael pledged to continue to defend vigorously intellectual freedom, the right to
privacy, and open access to information.
“We must continue to be vigilant and watchful, for those who wish to restrict access to
information remain unrelenting in their quest,” she said on her website. “People across this
country and, indeed, around the world have witnessed the impact of ALA’s leadership in
protecting intellectual freedom, privacy, and open access to information. We must continue to
build coalitions with those individuals and institutions, both in the United States and globally,
that believe in the fundamental right and value of the free flow of ideas and an individual’s right
to privacy.”

Help for libraries and librarians in Haiti and Japan
Despite numerous local and national challenges and opportunities, American librarians still
found time to reach out internationally. Two years
after a magnitude 7.0 earthquake devastated the
already impoverished island of Haiti in 2010, the
American Library Association had raised $55,000
for Haiti library reconstruction, much of which
had already been dispersed to specific building
projects:
¾ The Bibliothèque Nationale received
$20,000 for a new library in Petit-Goâve, a town
that was nearly leveled by the quake.
The public library in Petit Goâve after the
2010 earthquake.
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¾ The Haitian foundation FOKAL (Foundation for Knowledge and Liberty) received
$10,000 to buy property for the construction of a new facility for the Centre Culturel
Pyepoudre Community Library in Port-au-Prince.
¾ And the Bibliothèque Haïtienne des Pères du Saint-Esprit Library received $5,000,
which helped build a temporary facility to house its archives, all of which were salvaged
although the building was irreparably damaged. Founded in 1873, Bibliothèque
Haïtienne is the oldest library in Haiti and holds resources documenting the nation’s
history.
“Our dollars are making a difference,” ALA’s Leonard Kniffel said after a visit, “but the need is
so vast that we have to focus our efforts on sustainable projects that will advance the nation’s
recovery from one of the largest natural disasters on record.”
The ALA and other librarian groups worldwide also responded to Japanese libraries following
the almost unimaginable destruction caused by a massive 9.0 undersea earthquake and resulting
tsunami on March 11, 2011. Nearly 20,000 people died, and libraries in the Tohoku region
suffered the same fate as many other buildings. The Minami-Sanriku Town Library disappeared
without a trace, and the chief librarian was killed. Rikuzen-Takata City sustained catastrophic
damage, and all library staff there were killed or were missing. Seventy out of 355 public
libraries in five prefectures are closed, and others are serving as shelters for those who have lost
their homes.
The ALA set up a Japan Library Relief website to help take in donations from the United States
for the Japan Library Association.
Similar efforts were begun after a huge earthquake and tsunami struck Chile on February 27,
2010; the ALA is still accepting contributions for aid to Chilean libraries through its donation
website.
And at a glance . . .
¾ Free speech and the freedom to read remain at the top of librarians’ agenda, and readers
across the United States and around the world made their case by participating in the
first-ever virtual read-out of banned and challenged books during the annual Banned
Books Week (Sept. 24–Oct. 1, 2011).
¾ Social media and Web 2.0 applications and tools continue to gain currency among
librarians, who are using a wide range of methods to connect with customers. Facebook
and Twitter in particular have proven themselves as useful tools not only in publicizing
the availability of online collections, but also in building trusted relationships with users.
¾ What color is a library? Increasingly, it’s green, as newly built and renovated library
structures feature green roofs, solar panels, landscaping to manage storm water and other
aspects of the local environment, and certification under the United States Green
Building Council’s Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) program.
Geothermal well systems, which use the relatively stable temperature of the ground to
heat buildings in winter and cool them in summer, are also gaining in popularity.
¾ The federal government in Washington, operating (or not) in a state of near paralysis,
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held extensive discussions in 2011 on such topics as ebooks, digital libraries, library
lending models, and orphaned works . . . but passed relatively little legislation. But
Internet-age versions of copyright and piracy issues remain at the fore as the library and
First Amendment communities debate copyright-related issues.
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Public libraries
Public libraries continue to be battered by
a national economy whose recovery from
the Great Recession is proving to be
sluggish at best. Although many state and
local governments view public libraries as
an easy target for budget-slashing, “People
depend on libraries now more than ever,”
said Susan Hildreth, director of the
Institute of Museum and Library Services
(IMLS). “Not only do visits and
circulation continue to rise, the role of
public libraries in providing Internet
resources to the public continues to
increase as well. . .
A patron at the Pierce County Job and Business
center is helped by a library employee. Photo by
Washington State Library.

“Despite this demonstrated ability of
libraries to adjust to meet the growing
needs of the public, many libraries across
the country face severe budget cuts,”
Hildreth said, commenting on an IMLS
study of library use in the decade ending in 2009. “It’s important to remember that this data ends
with 2009, before even more severe budget crises put so many libraries and library programs at
risk.”

Libraries persevere through cumulative, ongoing funding cuts
Overall, funding for public libraries continues to be suppressed in 2011–2012 budgets, with 5%
more states reporting decreased state funding for public libraries than in 2010–2011. The
cumulative impact of cuts to public library funding at the state and local levels since 2008–2009
has led public libraries to continuous budget-rebalancing and tough choices regarding continuity
of services.
An online survey of chief officers of state library agencies in November 2011 elicited responses
from 49 of 50 states and the District of Columbia. Among the findings:
¾ Twenty-three states reported cuts in state funding for public libraries from 2010–2011 to
2011–2012. For three years in a row, more than 40% of participating states have reported
decreased public library funding.
¾ Only two states reported increased funding, but one did so with a caveat. This state had
experienced two cuts the previous year, followed by a legislative action to reset its
program to a lower funding level.
¾ Seven states and the District of Columbia do not provide state funding.
¾ Sixteen states reported no change in funding from 2010–2011 to 2011–2012.
¾ Only nine states anticipated decreased funding for 2012–2013 — 21% of last year’s
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respondents, compared with 37% of the previous year’s. That may be the light at the end
of the tunnel . . . or a train coming.
Cases in point:
¾ California’s 2011–2012 budget contained a 50% cut to the $30.4 million state-level
support for public library programs, providing per capita allocations, support for
interlibrary loan, and funding for literacy instruction. In December 2011, Governor Jerry
Brown announced a mid-year adjustment that eliminates all remaining funding for these
programs. His first budget for 2012–2013 continues to eliminate all funding for public
library programs and makes a $1.1 million cut to the State Library administration budget
to reflect a decrease in anticipated administrative workload resulting from the previous
year’s cuts. (Meanwhile, Los Angeles voters approved a ballot initiative that increases
dedicated spending for the Los Angeles Public Library system by $50 million over the
next few years without raising taxes.)
¾ Texas lived up to its reputation for doing things on a grand scale, cutting state funding for
the Texas State Library and Archives Commission by 64% and funding for the agency’s
library programs by 88%. The overall state library budget will shrink from $19.8 million
each year of the two-year budget to $7.2 million, while support for programs will go
from $12.8 million to $1.6 million. The Library Development and Library Resource
Sharing divisions are to be merged into a single division.
¾ In Washington State, a special legislative session cut nearly $1.4 million from the state
library’s 2011–2013 biennial budget, a 12.5% reduction. Since 2008, the Washington
State Library budget has fallen by 30%, and staffing has decreased by 35%. The State
Library’s lobby is now unstaffed, and signs direct customers to the second floor, the
building’s only service point.

Budget cuts measured at the state level were intensified by continued cuts at the local level. For
the second year in a row, 42% of states report that local funding for public libraries probably
declined for a majority of libraries in the state.
The November 2011 questionnaire again asked about the number of libraries that had been
closed as a result of funding cuts. Fewer states this year (12, compared with 17 the previous
year) reported that they were aware of public library closures in their states in the past 12
months. Most states reported that fewer than five public library outlets were closed, although
New Jersey reported closures of between 10 and 15 and Michigan reported that more than 20
were closed.
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According to the 2010–2011 Public
Library Funding and Technology Access
Study (PLFTAS), released in June 2011,
for the third consecutive year an
increasing number of libraries reported
fiscal decreases. Nearly 60% of public
libraries reported flat or decreased
operating budgets in 2010–2011, up from
56% in 2009–2010 and 40% in 2008–
2009. The study revealed that for many
public libraries, the choice was not
whether or not to make service cuts but
where to make the cuts. Nationally, 16%
of local libraries reported decreased
Today’s public libraries are grappling with a “new normal” operating hours; and for the third year in
a row, the greatest impact was
of flat or decreased funding, paired with increased
demand for public library technology resources.
experienced by those living in urban
Source: Libraries Connect Communities: Public Library
communities: Nearly one-third of urban
Funding and Technology Access Study, 2010–2011.
libraries reported reductions in hours.
Cases in point (a mixed bag):
¾ The Detroit Library Commission in November approved the closure of four of the
Detroit Public Library’s 23 branches. It could have been worse: The announcement
followed almost a year of apocalyptic predictions that at one point included a threat
(based on a botched budget projection) to close 18 branches. The closures were
attributed to declining property values and shrinking city population. DPL, the largest
library system in Michigan, is funded by a millage, but revenue has declined 12% each
year for the past three years and is expected to continue to decline for the next three
years.
¾ Like many other public libraries in Georgia, the DeKalb County Library System has
weathered continuous budget cuts since the economic downturn. One of the greatest
areas of impact has been the collection budget, which includes books (print and digital),
databases, CDs, and DVDs. Since 2008, DeKalb has seen a 95% reduction in the
collection budget, from $2.2 million to $100,000.
¾ On the other hand, voters in various Ohio communities approved 16 of the 17 public
library issues on a May 2011 primary election ballot. Public library officials in
Cuyahoga Falls and Hudson had explained to constituents that the levies would restore
hundreds of thousands of dollars lost in state aid since 2007, with another 5% cut
possible in the year ahead.
¾ And in Chicago, half a loaf was better than none: Mayor Rahm Emanuel backed off on a
cost-cutting move to close libraries on Mondays, despite the library union’s refusal to
make concessions. In February 2012, the city rehired some employees who had been laid
off and reopened the branches during the school year on Monday afternoons from 2 p.m.
to 6 p.m.
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On the technology front, a different picture
Despite real economic strain, libraries
are still striving to fulfill the needs of
their communities and provide
technology services that range from
basic computer skills to homework
help, from career advice to assistance
in applying for social services. A
majority (70%) of libraries reported
increased use of public access
computers. Yet demand remains so
high that 76% of libraries report an
insufficient number of computers to
meet demand, and over 45% lack
sufficient Internet connection speed.
Hundreds of communities in 26 states
have received an expansion of library
services through funding from the
federal Broadband Technology
Opportunity Program (BTOP) and
Broadband Initiatives Program. The
33 grant awards secured range from $500,000 to more than $20 million. Funding provided
infrastructure for essential expansion of broadband connectivity, new computers for public
access and training for library staff for maintenance of the equipment, and a wide range of online
resources for job seekers and students of all ages.
Public libraries are challenged to meet the increasing
needs of their communities for public computers and
sufficient connection speeds for Internet access.
Source: Libraries Connect Communities: Public Library
Funding and Technology Access Study, 2010–2011.

Case in point: In Idaho, the unemployment rate increased more than 150% from 2008 to 2011.
In response to job losses in manufacturing, logging, mining, and construction, the unemployed
are seeking general educational development (GED) degrees, computer skills, and new training
to reenter the workforce. Seventy percent of public libraries in Idaho reported that they were the
only free public Internet access point in their communities, but many said they were poorly
equipped, with low bandwidth and too few computers. Thanks to the $1.9 million BTOP grant
awarded to Idaho (and matching funds from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and Idaho
Public Television), 40% of the state’s library buildings will increase bandwidth and the number
of public access computers. Upon completion of the BTOP grant installations, bandwidth,
computers, and Internet users are expected to increase by a factor of 10.
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The need for speed and e-reads greater than ever
A 2010 national study by OCLC indicated that 4.4 million economically impacted Americans
used the library for essential job-related activities. In response, libraries continue to increase their
services to job seekers. Nearly 91% of libraries provide access to online job resources, including
software to help patrons create résumés and employment materials; and nearly 72% of libraries
help patrons complete online job applications.
Libraries provide a wealth of resources to support small business and entrepreneurs. According
to the 2011 PLFTAS, services offered by libraries to develop business plans and other materials
to support business start-ups increased by more than 20% from the previous year.
Case in point: Arlington Heights (Ill.) Memorial Library. Meeting the needs of job seekers and
entrepreneurs can be difficult with decreased local and state funding. Arlington Heights
Memorial Library has been able to expand services through the support of community partners
such as the Rotary Club, which has given the library grants totaling $8,000 since 2010. The wide
range of job-search resources and services includes a professional consultant that comes twice a
week to review résumés, with appointments booked up to a month in advance. The local
Chamber of Commerce recognized the library as the 2011 Business of the Year for its invaluable
contributions to the business community.
The number of libraries providing ebooks continues to increase, supporting the exploding
popularity of the format. More than 67% of libraries report offering downloadable ebooks, up
from 38% just four years ago. Last year, nearly 28% of libraries reported providing e-readers and
other mobile devices for checkout to patrons.

Modest increases in per capita income — and some belt-tightening
The latest Public Library Data Service (PLDS) Statistical Report (published in 2011, reflecting
data gathered in 2010) showed modest increases in average library income per capita ($49.42, up
2.8% from 2009) and average library expenditures per capita ($46.52, up 2.6% from 2009).
PLDS libraries spent an average of $7.88 per capita on materials. The top alternative funding
sources reported were printing, overdue materials, replacement library cards, non-resident cards,
and space rental.
The PLDS report is published annually by the Public Library Association, a division of the ALA.
The 2011 report reflected data gathered from 1,461 public libraries (about 11% of public
libraries) in the United States and Canada. PLDS libraries served 91.9 million registered patrons
in 2010, 53.8% of a total legal service area population of 174 million in the United States and
Canada. The participants’ legal service areas ranged from 75 to more than 4 million people.
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PLDS: Mean output per $1,000 of expenditures, all reporting libraries, 2010, 2011
Number of
libraries, 2010

Mean

Number of
libraries, 2011

Mean

Change
in mean

Library visits

889

168.2

1,250

179.5

6.7%

Circulation

941

254.4

1,288

259.6

2.0%

Program attendance

906

10.5

1,215

12.1

15.2%

Reference transactions

871

26.9

1,165

25.3

-5.9%

In-library use of materials

377

49.0

464

47.2

-3.6%

Library registrations

841

18.5

1,152

20.0

5.4%

Source: Public Library Data Service Statistical Report, 2010, 2011.

The PLDS data indicated that the number of items circulated, the number of reference
transactions, and the number of patrons to whom programs were presented all declined about
24% from the previous year. As in previous years, the percentage of library registrations, per
capita holdings, and library visits per capita greatly increased as the size of the population served
decreased.
The PLDS data also indicated that libraries are continually trying to maximize their resources.
The 2011 report showed that per $1,000 spent, libraries on average:
¾ Received 179 library visits (168 in 2009, 149 in 2008).
¾ Circulated 260 materials (254, 235).
¾ Saw 12.1 patrons attend programs (10.5, 9).
¾ Registered 20 new patrons (18.5, 17).
Only reference transactions and uses of materials within the library did not reflect the increasedoutput trend.

Some libraries look at merging . . . or privatizing
Some libraries responded to budget woes by merging. The five library systems serving libraries
throughout northern Illinois, for example, combined to form RAILS (Reaching Across Illinois
Library System). The decision to combine the Metropolitan, Alliance, DuPage, North Suburban,
and Prairie Area library systems was made in answer to ongoing financial woes faced by the
state-funded operations.
Others considered privatizing. Commissioners in Osceola County, Florida, turned over
management of libraries to a private company to save money. Maryland-based Library Systems
and Services, Inc. (LSSI) began running the six branches in January; the county will pay the
company $4.71 million during the first year of a five-year contract, which commissioners said
would not result in reductions in operating hours or services. Savings-conscious administrators in
Santa Clarita, California, also signed on with LSSI . . . but a new California law, effective Jan. 1,
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2012, mandates that proponents of privatization make their case with hard numbers.
The American Library Association sounded a cautionary note on privatization and formed a Task
Force on Privatization to grapple with the issue. “Experience has shown that privatization of
public services has not necessarily produced substantial cost savings,” reads the introduction to
the task force report, Keeping Public Libraries Public: A Checklist for Communities Considering
Privatization (PDF). “As local officials review [their] choices, they should understand the full
scope of services their libraries offer, and the impact that libraries have on their communities.”
ALA Editions published Privatizing Libraries, a special report that provides an overview of the
privatization of public libraries. Authors Jane Jerrard, Nancy Bolt, and Karen Strege provide
background on the trend of local and state governments to privatize public services and assets
and examine the history of public library privatization up to the recently introduced California
legislation to mandate transparency when cities consider privatizing library services.

From the Creative Responses Department:
The Adams Memorial Library in Central Falls, Rhode Island, closed in July due
to a $5.6 million budget deficit — but opened its door three days a week in August,
staffed by about two dozen volunteers. The Adams Library Trust’s $200,000
building endowment is being used to cover operating expenses (but that money
cannot be used for salaries). . . . The Clinton Community Library in Rhinebeck,
New York, opened a branch in a refurbished 1960s English telephone booth with
150 books and a solar panel installed on the roof that keeps a light on long enough
for a patron to replace an old book with a new one. . . . The Potrero branch of the
San Francisco Public Library has opened a seed-lending library at which patrons
“check out” vegetable seeds to plant on their own. After harvesting the crops, they
save and return seeds to be used in the next growing season. . . . And nationwide,
advocates united to persuade politicians that libraries matter enough to fight for
them: Zombies crawled in Oakland, California (“Zombies love brains”); cute kids
and parents held read-ins from Chicago to California; and 200 folks held hands and
hugged the New York Public Library.

It’s a fact: Grant supports information literacy
The ALA has received a $722,000 grant from the Open Society Foundations of New York City to
fund an initiative intended to engage librarians, journalists, news ethicists, and students
nationally in news literacy education and projects.
The goals of the two-year project, “News Know-how: Libraries and News Literacy for a Better
Democracy,” are to raise awareness of the corrosive effects of the increased polarization of civic
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discourse; arm the public, particularly young people, against misinformation and deceptive
media practices; increase the critical thinking and information-evaluation skills needed for
informed civic participation; and create a global connection among librarians and young citizen
journalists.
The program will create partnerships and collaborations for a nonpartisan, critical analysis of
news and information across the political spectrum. High school students, with public libraries as
their “newsroom,” will learn how to distinguish facts from opinions, check the source and
validity of news and information, and identify propaganda and misinformation. The students will
also apply the library profession’s information literacy principles to analyzing and thinking
critically about the news in all formats.
The lead training organization for News Know-how is the News Literacy Project, a national
nonprofit education program that is active in schools in New York City, Chicago, Washington,
D.C., and Bethesda, Maryland. The participants for the first round of projects are the public
libraries in Chicago and Oak Park, Illinois; Baltimore, Maryland; and a group of rural and urban
libraries working with the State Library of Iowa.
Technology footnote: Most PLDS libraries (95.8%) had websites, with the most popular content
being programming information, online catalogs, and community links. For the first time, the
PLDS survey included social media usage questions and found that:
¾ 68.3% use Facebook.
¾ 39.2% use Twitter.
¾ 34.3% host a blog.
¾ 29.2% use some form of photo-sharing service.
(More in the Social Networking section, below.)
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New focus on ebooks
Library community reacts to a price increase
The proportion of U.S. libraries that made
ebooks available almost doubled over the past
five years, climbing from 38.3% in 2007 to
67.2% in 2011, according to the American
Library Association's Public Library Funding
and Technology Access Study. The increase
paralleled skyrocketing sales of these popular
new reading devices.

Teen using e-reader at Myrtle Grove Middle
School, Wilmington, North Carolina.

Not surprisingly, the twin surges engendered
an ongoing dialogue between the publishing
and library communities concerning prices and
the rules surrounding ebook use. After
simmering for many months, the issue moved
to a front burner March 1 when Random
House increased its ebook prices by 100200%.

Debra Oberhausen, manager of collection services at the Louisville (Ky.) Free Public Library,
was among those who felt the sting.
On Feb. 29, Oberhausen had bought Eisenhower in War and Peace, by Jean Edward Smith, for
$40; on March 1, the price was $120. (The print version of the book, with the library’s discount,
is a little over $20; it retails at $40). For Blessings, by Anna Quindlen, the ebook price went from
$15 to $45.
The publisher’s increase was to distributors, such as OverDrive, which in turn can add its own
increase. OverDrive is by far the largest distributor of ebooks to public libraries.
“We’re very concerned,” Oberhausen said. “We want to provide this service, but this kind of
pricing is really going to take a huge chunk of our budget. . . . This price increase is really, really
hard.”


ALA asks publisher to reconsider
The American Library Association (ALA) immediately called on Random House to reconsider
its decision.
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“While I appreciate Random House’s engagement with libraries and its commitment to perpetual
access,” ALA President Molly Raphael said in a statement, “I am deeply disappointed in the
severe escalation in ebook pricing reported today [March 1, 2012]. Calling on our history
together and our hope to satisfy mutual goals moving forward, the American Library Association
strongly urges Random House to reconsider its decision. In a time of extreme financial
constraint, a major price increase effectively curtails access for many libraries, and especially our
communities that are hardest hit economically.”
Raphael acknowledged that both the library community and publishers lacked sound data
concerning issues of access and profitability, and she pledged “to work quickly and
collaboratively to address this concern. We must have better data to inform decisions that have
such wide and deep implications.”
“Libraries belong at the center of this digital revolution, not on the periphery,” Raphael said. “We
continue to seek partners to further our shared goals of connecting readers and authors well into
the 21st century.”

Increase had been announced — but not the prices
Random House, which had first announced the price hike (without specifying the prices) on Feb.
2 when it reaffirmed its commitment to the library ebook market, provided the following
breakdown for what it is now charging library ebook distributors:
¾ Titles available in print as new hardcovers: $65–$85.
¾ Titles available for several months, or generally timed to paperback release: $25–$50.
¾ New children’s titles available in print as hardcovers: $35–$85.
¾ Older children’s titles and children’s paperbacks: $25–$45.
“We believe our new library e-pricing reflects the high value placed on perpetuity of lending and
simultaneity of availability for our titles,” said Stuart Applebaum, a Random House
spokesperson. “Understandably, every library will have its own perspective on this topic, and we
are prepared to listen, learn, and adapt as appropriate,” he said.
Applebaum said Random House welcomed “continuing discussions on the value we place on the
unrestricted perpetuity, as well as the simultaneous release of our titles to retail booksellers and
public libraries, the key differentiating factors determining our new pricing to library
wholesalers.”
“We are requesting data that libraries can share about their patrons’ borrowing patterns that over
time will better enable us to establish mutually workable pricing levels that will best serve the
overall ebook ecosystem,” Applebaum said. He also noted that the new pricing does not affect
Random House titles already in a library’s collection.
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Other things you should know about ebooks and libraries:
¾ Ebook sales are expected to generate $9.7 billion worldwide in 2016, according to
one forecaster.
¾ While library ebook circulation is still very low compared to print book collections,
many libraries have experienced significant increases in ebook circulation.
¾ Mobile devices, including ebook readers and netbooks, are available at 27.8% of
libraries.
¾ In many cases ebook circulation is hindered by e-reader compatibility issues and the
complexity of ebook downloads, digital rights management issues, and availability
of popular titles.

Price hike followed talks with publishers, distributors
The discussions concerning ebook pricing and availability had assumed new urgency in January,
when ALA officials met with representatives of Penguin, Macmillan, Random House, Simon &
Schuster, and Perseus in New York. (Macmillan, Hachette Book Group, and Simon & Schuster
have refused to sell ebooks to libraries, and Penguin refused to let libraries lend its new titles.)
The officials then met with ebook distributors, including OverDrive, Baker & Taylor, Ingram,
and 3M, during a Public Library Association conference in mid-March.
“We explored possibilities for collaboration to conceptualize and develop business models and
improve everyone’s understanding of how library ebook lending advances the marketability and
availability of titles for all,” Raphael said. “Indeed, some distributors have library ebook lending
pilots planned in the near future toward that end.
“Though ebook demand is growing rapidly, print books still comprise a significant portion of
acquisitions in public libraries. Several of the distributors discussed how print books, ebooks
with perpetual licenses, and ebooks with limited licenses each provide different functionality and
should be viewed as a portfolio of varied resources, rather than mutually exclusive.”
“Talk does not equal the action that ALA members urgently need, but it is a necessary
prerequisite to action,” Raphael said. “In our discussions, it has become clear that not everyone
has a good understanding of how libraries operate, much less how libraries do (or could) operate
in the ebook context. Correspondingly, it became clear that we in the library community do not
have a good understanding of the ebook business—whether from the viewpoint of publishers or
distributors. We all are learning, and I’m optimistic that this engagement will lead to tangible
progress through our assertive efforts on behalf of our communities.”
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HarperCollins policy: 26 loans per ebook
HarperCollins had adopted something of a compromise position about a year ago, when it
became the only major publisher to change the traditional ebook arrangements with libraries.
Starting in March 2011, HarperCollins stopped selling ebooks to libraries for unlimited use,
which it had been doing since 2001, and began licensing use of each ebook copy for a maximum
of 26 loans. The move affects only the most popular titles and has no practical effect on others.
After the limit is reached, the library can repurchase access rights at a lower cost than the
original price.
The policy came under fire from the ALA, authors, libraries, and librarians, among others. A
petition against the change garnered more than 70,000 online “signatures,” though the 26-loan
policy started looking much better on March 1 of this year. HarperCollins said the policy
stemmed from concerns that continuing to sell ebooks on the old, unlimited terms would “in the
end lead to a decrease in book sales and royalties paid to authors.”
Before the Random House move, publishers had been holding back, watching for an
industrywide approach to gel. Any agreement still seems elusive, in part because, as David
Young, chief executive of Hachette Book Group, says, “Publishers can’t meet to discuss
standards because of antitrust concerns. This has had a chilling effect on reaching consensus.”

Discussion in the blogosphere
The questions swirling around ebooks—and the lack of data available to answer those
questions—have fueled widespread commentary in the blogosphere.
“The reluctance of most big publishers to make ebooks available through library lending is a
topic of widespread attention and concern,” wrote Mike Shatzkin, a blogger at The Idea Logical
Company (www.idealog.com/blog), on March 27.
“What really rang true [after the Random House decision] was the fear that the consumers in an
emerging ebook ecosystem would ‘learn’ that getting ‘free’ ebooks from libraries was just as
easy as getting ebooks from retailers and paying for them,” Shatzkin said. “Given that all this
requires is pointing your web browser in a different direction, it looked to many of the publishers
like a really poor bet to enable ebook lending by libraries. Sales of ebooks to libraries isn’t a
huge market, so the upside is limited. And with many ebook retailers struggling to gain traction
in an Amazon-dominated marketplace, the consequences of even a small loss in sales could
knock players out of the game.”
Amazon’s Kindle is in competition with other makers of ebooks, including Apple with its iPad,
Barnes & Noble (the Nook), Kobo, and Sony (the Sony Reader). And there’s a lot at stake: Sales
of adult ebook titles rose 49.4% between January 2011 and January 2012 ($66.6 million versus
$99.5 million), while ebook sales in the children and young adult segment shot up 475% ($3.9
million versus $22.6 million).
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Again, the lack of data in a field that is developing at warp speed means that “publishers are
implementing policies that they know will result in their revenue being reduced immediately in
order to develop what they believe will be a stronger and more diversified distribution network
for ebooks in the long run,” Shatzkin said. “As most people know who are following the
tribulations of libraries trying to stock ebooks, four of the Big Six publishers [Hachette Book
Group, HarperCollins, Macmillan, Penguin Group, Random House, and Simon & Schuster] are
not making any ebooks available to libraries at all (except titles already sold in the past.)”
One possibility: Make ebooks available through libraries after the titles have started on a
downward sales trajectory at retail. “Yes, this is windowing,” Shatzkin said. “If publishers did it
on their big ebook titles, they’d be doing exactly what Hollywood is doing with DVDs of major
movies, which are also withheld from library distribution until the theatrical and early DVD
revenues have been harvested.”
In sum, no one is quite sure where the ebook–library relationship is going. Is this a marriage
that’s breaking up or an engagement that’s just going through a rough period? Time will tell, and
more data will certainly help.
Meanwhile, it’s worth recalling that in 1992—ancient times, in this context—Sony launched the
Data Discman, an electronic book reader that could read ebooks stored on CD-ROM. One of
those ebooks was a collection of titles called The Library of the Future.
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U.S. Alleges E-Book Scheme:
Lawsuit Says Apple, Publishers Colluded to Raise Prices; Three Will Settle
By THOM AS CAT AN, JEFFREY A. TRACHTENB ERG and CHAD BRAY
Wall Street Journal, April 11, 2012

The U.S. filed an antitrust lawsuit Wednesday against Apple Inc. and five of the nation's largest
publishers, alleging they conspired to limit competition for the pricing of e-books.
The U.S. accused Apple Inc. and five of the nation's largest publishers Wednesday of conspiring to
raise e-book prices, in a case that could radically reorder the fast-growing business.
In a civil antitrust lawsuit, the Justice Department alleged that CEOs of the publishing companies met
regularly in private dining rooms of upscale Manhattan restaurants to discuss how to respond to steep
discounting of their e-books by Amazon.com Inc., a practice they disliked. The executives also called
and emailed each other to craft a solution to what one of them called "the wretched $9.99 price point,"
the suit said.
The five publishers and Apple hatched an arrangement that lifted the price of many best-selling ebooks to $12.99 or $14.99, according to the suit. The publishers then banded together to impose that
model on Amazon, the government alleged.

The U.S.'s antitrust lawsuit alleges price fixing of e-books. Will the suit result in lower prices for ebook readers and if so, when?
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"As a result of this alleged conspiracy, we believe that consumers paid millions of dollars more for
some of the most popular titles," said Attorney General Eric Holder.
The publishers and Apple denied any wrongdoing. Some publishers said the government's action
could harm consumers by giving Amazon excessive control of the industry.
The lawsuit upends an industry already undergoing wrenching change as printed books give way to
electronic books that can be transmitted anywhere in seconds. Publishers want to keep their role as
gatekeeper and ensure that e-books are profitable.
Three of the publishers settled with the Justice Department, agreeing to let Amazon and other
retailers resume discounting of e-books. Settlement of a separate suit filed by 16 states and U.S.
territories could lead to tens of millions of dollars in restitution to consumers who bought e-books at
the higher prices.
Amazon called the settlement a victory for consumers and users of its Kindle e-reading device. It
promised to renew discounting, which could put pressure on such rivals as Barnes & Noble Inc. "We
look forward to being allowed to lower prices on more Kindle books," Amazon said.
Apple and two publishers didn't settle and are on track to face the government in court. Apple
declined to comment but earlier denied acting in concert with the publishers.
Chief Executive John Sargent of Macmillan, a unit of Verlagsgruppe, was one of the two CEOs to
reject the government's offer. He said a settlement would help Amazon "recover the monopoly
position it had been building" and "have a very negative and long-term impact on those who sell
books for a living."
That said Macmillan is among four publishers that are proposing to settle a parallel investigation in
Europe. Europe's competition commissioner, Joaquín Almunia, said Apple also has proposed settling
in Europe.
Unlike in Europe, the companies in the U.S. face a private class-action lawsuit pending in New York
that could involve triple damages. Estimates of the alleged damages to U.S. consumers ranged from
the tens of millions of dollars, by the Justice Department, to more than $200 million this year,
according to the Consumer Federation of America.
The government's suit describes the shift from traditional wholesale pricing—where retailers set the
price of both digital and physical books—to a so-called agency model that has publishers setting ebook prices and retailers paid by commission.
By 2009, the publishing industry was angered by Amazon's decision to price many newly released
and best-selling e-books at $9.99, which was often below its cost. Publishers feared that $9.99 would
cement consumer price expectations and make it difficult to charge more in the future. They also
feared Amazon's growing clout in the market.
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As it prepared to introduce its first iPad tablet computer in early 2010, Apple negotiated with
publishers to offer their books in its new iBookstore. Matching Amazon's prices would have involved
taking a loss on many titles.
The suit contends Apple seized on publishers' discontent and offered them a switch to agency pricing
on the condition they imposed the same arrangement on Amazon and other retailers. The suit cited a
passage in the biography of Apple's late chief executive, Steve Jobs, where he proudly called the
offer his "aikido move." Describing Apple's strategy for negotiating with the publishers, Mr. Jobs said,
"We'll go to the agency model, where you set the price, and we get our 30%, and yes, the customer
pays a little more, but that's what you want anyway."
According to the suit, none of the publishers could, individually, force Amazon to accept the new
arrangement. A single publisher risked being dropped by Amazon and might lose sales if it was the
only one to raise prices.
Aware of that problem, Apple executives worked with the publishers in late 2009 and early 2010 to
give them "assurances of solidarity," the U.S. suit alleges. It says the publishing chief executives held
quarterly gatherings at such Manhattan restaurants as Alto and the Chef's Wine Cellar private room in
Picholine.
"Our goal is to force Amazon to return to acceptable sales practices," a publishing CEO wrote in a
December 2009 email cited in the suit. "To succeed our colleagues must know that we entered the
fray and follow us."
The government said publishing executives knew what they were doing was wrong and took "steps to
conceal their communications with one another, including instructions to 'double delete' email."
After Amazon started reaching out directly to authors, one publishing executive said he was angry at
the potential competition and expressed his desire "to screw Amazon," the suit said.
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The three publishers that agreed to settle are Lagardère SCA's Hachette Book Group, CBS Corp.'s
Simon & Schuster Inc. and News Corp.'s HarperCollins Publishers LLC. (News Corp. also owns The
Wall Street Journal.)
They agreed to terminate their agreements with Apple and refrain from limiting any retailer's ability to
set e-book prices for two years. That could help Amazon.com resume deep discounts on new ebooks. Rival retailers, like Barnes & Noble, may choose to match them.
Despite settling, HarperCollins and Hachette both denied violating antitrust laws and defended the
agency model. HarperCollins said it made a "business decision" to avoid a legal battle. Simon &
Schuster confirmed settling but declined to comment.
Macmillan and Pearson PLC's Penguin Group (USA) declined to sign on to the settlement. John
Makinson, chief executive of Penguin Group, denied wrongdoing and defended the agency model as
"the one that offers consumers the prospect of an open and competitive market for e-books."
Mr. Makinson added that the U.S. complaint contains "a number of material misstatements and
omissions."
A group of 16 states, led by Connecticut and Texas, filed their own suit Wednesday against Apple,
Macmillan, Penguin and Simon & Schuster. The states said they have reached tentative settlement
agreements with HarperCollins and Hachette. Those two publishers have agreed in principle to
provide more than $51 million in restitution to e-book buyers, Connecticut Attorney General George
Jepsen said.
Publishers have argued privately that the agency model helped save the book industry from suffering
the same fate as the music recording industry did at the hands of Apple and preserved competition by
allowing several booksellers to thrive.
In 2009, before the new pricing, Amazon was estimated to have around 90% of the e-book market.
Its share has now slipped to around 60%, according to Mike Shatzkin, chief executive of the Idea
Logical Co., a New York-based publishing consultancy. He estimated that Barnes & Noble has
between 25% and 30%, and Apple has much of the remainder.
One question is whether Apple will remain in the bookselling business if it is forced to match
Amazon's discounted prices. Apple's e-book market share is small and immaterial to its business,
analysts say. But it may be unwilling to cede the entire category to Amazon.
"A more likely scenario is that they would switch their pricing policy," said Sarah Rotman Epps, an
analyst with Forrester Research.
Whatever happens to Apple's bookstore, customers should still be able to read e-books on the
company's devices. While Forrester says that slightly more than half of iPad owners say they use the
device to read books, many do so on third-party iPad apps like the Kindle app.
The settlement allows publishers to negotiate limits on how much retailers can discount, ensuring
retailers can't lose money overall on e-book sales. Moreover, Amazon may be cautious about acrossthe-board discounts because its profit margins are already thin.
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TO:

The Library Board of Trustees

FROM:

John Stoneberg, Library Director

DATE:

April 12, 2012

SUBJECT:

Report of the Library Director

___________________________________________________________________________
Staff Training
The library hosted the 2012 PLA Virtual Conference in the Board Room on March 15 and
16. Assistant Director Mark Troendle, Reference Services Manager Renee Ponzio, Youth
Librarian Dayna Lovell and I attended a variety of interesting programs. Altoona Library
Staff Mary Vernau and Regina Arndt, Bloomer Library Director Nancy Dhatt, Colfax staff
member Claris Collins and Rice Lake staff member Ashley Bieber also attended sessions.
Bill Stein met with more than two dozen library staff on March 28 for a rescheduled inservice to discuss Eau Claire County Children and Family Services.
March Directives Follow Up
 Beverage Services: After speaking with Environmental Services at the Eau Claire
County Health Department, the Loveliens from the Living Room Coffee House
informed me on March 14 that they were no longer interested in pursuing a possible
coffee service at the library. Speaking with staff at the health department, I found
that in order for a coffee service to be successful, the Loveliens felt that latte and
espresso needed to be part of what is offered as well as fresh ice tea and lemonade.
Once any mixing of ingredients is part of the service, the health regulations become
much more stringent and more complex plumbing and space needed. Without any
kind of food sales, the profit margin for just a coffee service becomes more tenuous.
Assistant Director Mark Troendle and I discussed all this and decided that it might be
simpler and best to move ahead with just vending machines.
I’ve met a couple of times with an Eau Claire Fire Department inspector and he has
given the OK for the space for two vending machines in the hallway in front of the
second floor public elevator. City Building Supervisor Rod Bonesteel arranged for a
cold water hookup in the area for a coffee machine. Jackie Depa and I will be
moving ahead with developing an automated beverage services document to put out
for quotes.
 Strategic Plan: At the March all staff meeting, I began the process of reviewing one
goal a meeting of the library’s strategic plan with staff.
 Circle of Friends Sculpture: Everything has continued to go smoothly with
preparations:
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Sculpture Tour Eau Claire will be moving out sculptures from the current tour on
April 12 in preparation for moving in sculptures for the new tour. Dave Christian of
Johnson Monument has graciously offered to move the Circle of Friends to their
warehouse until the base has arrived and the donor and other information is
completed. Then they will attach the sculpture to the base and deliver and install it on
a pre-cast concrete pad that we will purchase from them.
Johnson Monument provided costs for concrete and granite bases. Susan Bruce and I
felt that for long lasting appearance that granite would be the best choice. A granite
base will take 4-8 weeks to arrive and has been ordered. Dimensions are per a
recommendation from a conversation with sculptor Karen Crain. It will be a
“mahogany” color like the base of the Hank Aaron tribute statute in Carson Park. .
Sue Bornick from the Eau Claire Community Foundation, Susan Bruce and I met to
discuss inscription information for the base.
I met with City Parks Supervisor Steve Roscoe and a Parks landscaper Bobby
Woodford about what to do with the corner area at Dewey and Eau Claire Streets
where the sculpture will be. They recommended removing the existing plants from
the area because of the intense direct sun this corner gets and the lack of a ready, easy
access to a source of water. These plants have now been removed and relocated to
Wilson Park. After the sculpture is in place, Bobby will do a landscaping design for
the area and recommend more drought-resistant plants and vegetation for it. (We will
probably do something similar with the plants and vegetation in the area around the
benches and against the wall.) Bobby will also include a recommendation for
stepping stones for up to and around the sculpture from both the corner and from the
bench area. Once everything is done, custodial staff will be asked to water the plants
and vegetation on a regular basis.
In celebration of the arrival of the sculpture, a reception will be held at the sculpture
in early summer. I really appreciate how everyone from Sculpture Tour Eau Claire,
the City, the sculptor Karen Crain, Johnson Monument and others have all pitched in
on this in various ways.
The 27 sculptures of Sculpture Tour Eau Claire headed for new homes on April 11.
Crews from Royal Construction and Northwest Enterprises donated their time in
removing and packing up the statues. James Hanke of Sculpture Tour Eau Claire
says six statues will stay in the area. The rest will be taken by the artists or brought to
Sioux Falls, South Dakota, to be moved to other tour locations. Besides “Circle of
Friends, two sculptures were purchased by the Mayo Clinic and one will go to a
private residence. Funds are still being raised for one statue, "Grannie's Garden," to
be kept and placed at the Downtown Farmer's Market. "High Five," the Great Dane
sculpture, was the "People's Choice" and has been moved to Phoenix Park. A new
batch of statues will arrive in less than a month and Hanke says it's planned that they
will be in place by May 7. There will be 30 statues placed downtown for the second
Sculpture Tour.
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Other Highlights from the Month
















The April update for Year 2 of the library’s strategic plan is attached.
Purchasing Associate Jackie Depa and I attended the bid opening for the lighting control
panels on March 13. L.L. Dahl Electric from Chippewa Falls got the project. Their low
bid was $35,000. Jackie and I attended the kickoff meeting for the project on April 3.
Had a phone interview on March 14 with Sharon Klumpp from Management Consulting
Services in St. Paul regarding the City Manager hiring process. The first City Council
interviews with City Manager candidates won’t take place until late June.
The Library Directors from Altoona, Augusta, Eau Claire and Fall Creek met with IFLS
Director John Thompson on March 14 to begin to look at a starting point of what is
acceptable to them in the county library plan. The Eau Claire County Library Planning
Committee met on March 28 and will meet again on April 17. Chair Stella Pagonis will
update the Board at the Board meeting.
Penny France and I attended the Friends of the Library Board meeting on March 19. On
March 21, Webmaster Jeff Burns and I met with Friends Board Vice-President Jill
Markgraf, Friends Board member Brenda Brant and Friends Coordinator Angie Sommers
to discuss a more high profile presence for the Friends on the library website.
Met with Chippewa Valley Museum Director Susan McLeod on March 23 to discuss
organizing a community-wide planning calendar that would be hosted by the library and
intended for organizational planners and, at least at first, not the general public.
Participated in a kick-off meeting on March 29 with Jackie Depa, City Building Supervisor
Rod Bonesteel, Ayres Associates Architect Raivo Balciunas and Joe Dzienkowski from
Eau Claire Roofing regarding the roof cap and flashing project.
Attended Creating Major New Event Facilities on March 29--the first of two public forums
hosted by Clear Vision Eau Claire on the topic.
LEPMPL is a member of the Innovative Users Group (IUG) which was founded in 1991 as
an international organization of member libraries that use the Innovative Interfaces, Inc.
(III) integrated library software, INNOPAC. IUG is an independent organization from the
company. Besides LEPMPL and MORE/IFLS, the other voting IUG members in MORE
are Altoona, Hudson, Menomonie, New Richmond and River Falls. Each year, IUG
members vote on which enhancements to the III software will be given priority in the
coming year. This is important to IUG members. I got feedback from staff and submitted
the library's vote on March 30.
Became a Clear Vision Eau Claire. Board member on April 3 for a three year term.
The Library is now an official member of Downtown Eau Claire, Inc. I will begin sitting
in on their monthly Board meetings.
Attended probably the last regular meeting of the core planning team for the Eau Claire
County Good Life project on April 5 at the Chippewa Valley Museum. Core planning
team members from the Chippewa Valley Museum, the Children’s Museum, the Eau Claire
Regional Arts Center and the library met with Executive Director Linda John and staff
from Visit Eau Claire on April 11 to discuss how to incorporate the Good Life and cultural
tourism into Visit Eau Claire activities and planning and Visit Eau Claire’s soon to be
released new website. It was an excellent brainstorming session. A Cultural Tourism
Committee of Visit Eau Claire will likely be one of many results from this good first
meeting.
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Jackie Depa, Rod Bonesteel and I met with Gregory Granlund of Lien & Peterson
Architects (Eau Claire) on April 9 regarding the request for quotes for window replacement
planning. Quotes are due April 18. The three of us also met with Architect/Engineer Dan
Acker and others for one of the update meetings on the water heating pumps project. This
project should wrap up in May.
Joined other City department heads on April 12 for a webinar entitled “Five Leadership
Principles to Create the Ultimate Customer Experience for Citizens.” Strategic planning
consultant Randy Mayeux and two local government leaders applied the principles from
the New York Times #1 bestseller, Prescription for Excellence to local government
organizations.
Updated book, DVD and music trailers and feature videos for the home page of the library
website.

From the Management Team & Staff
Assistant Director/Human Resources
Assistant Director attended several PLA 2012 Virtual Conference programs including:
Social Media and Your Marketing Strategy; Library-To-Go: Putting Your Library Virtually
Anywhere; Combating Negativity Nellies in the Workplace; and The Future of Libraries:
Trends in Building Design, User Experience and Community Partnerships.
Mark is working with Wisconsin Council of the Blind and Visually Impaired staff Kathi
Koegle and Monica Wahlberg along with Public Relations and Programming Services
Manager Bess Arneson and Reference Services Manager Renee Ponzio to schedule and
promote a resource fair at the library on May 9. The idea, in part, is to have presentations,
hands-on activities and resource information tables for people with changing vision. This is
also an opportunity for the library to promote, among other things, its new desktop video
magnifier. Thanks to the Presto Foundation, the library recently purchased one of the video
magnifiers that had been available for trial. The decision to purchase was based on cost,
customer service response, survey results from actual users, design features and comments
from library professionals in Wisconsin.
Reference Assistant Isa Small and Mark met to discuss possible changes to the Meeting
Room Conditions of Use document. Isa is chairing an internal process improvement
committee looking at various aspects of meeting room use.
Mark drafted a revised Service Animals policy which was then reviewed by me and Assistant
City Attorney Steve Bohrer. The policy is up for review at the Board meeting.
Collection Development committee members met with a representative from Baker & Taylor
to learn about additional services available now and enhancements coming later this year.
The committee also made suggestions for improvement that would allow staff to be more
efficient in selecting materials through Baker & Taylor’s Title Source 3 platform. Title
Source is one of the main electronic tools that staff uses for collection development.
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Safety and Security
Associate Larry Nickel continued to work with NetGuard on the configuration of the new
servers that manage live camera views and recordings. Larry, along with Network Manager
Kris Nickel, received additional training on the server software.
Larry used the new camera equipment to capture high-quality video and still photos of
situations of interest and concern. Assistant Director Mark Troendle used camera images to
document the circumstances of a female library customer falling near the checkout desk. The
ability to zoom in on images without significant loss of quality with the new IP cameras is
already greatly enhancing the ability of library staff to gather visual information.
Larry updated security camera and server designation information provided by NetGuard.
Public Relations & Programming (PRPS)
The ArtsWest 33 opening reception was held on March 1. PRPS staff members coordinated
refreshments, took photos, operated video recording equipment, trained and supervised
volunteers and generally did whatever was needed to ensure the success of this annual event.
The library partnered with the Eau Claire Garden Club to present the program “Feathered
Friends: Identifying, Feeding and Sheltering Our Backyard Birds” and with Eau Claire Jazz
to present the educational series “The Street: Stylistic Intersections on Jazz’s 52nd Street,
1920 – 1945.” The library also hosted the informational program “Weaving Away the Blues:
How Quilting, Knitting & Other Textile-Making Lift Our Spirits.” Audiences at all sessions
were treated to excellent presentations by expert and engaging speakers.
PRPS Manager Bess Arneson attended the informational PLA webinar “Implementing
Choose Civility, a Community-wide Campaign.”
Other select PRPS activities in March included:
Larry Nickel (Associate II)
 Designed a Leader-Telegram advertisement for the upcoming "Scanning Day"
program (May 19).
 Edited the information and layout of the 2011 library annual report brochure; selected
photos, input new statistical and budget numbers, formatted donor names and edited
text for the brochure.
 Developed programming publicity images for the library website.
 Reviewed equipment replacement budget status in preparation for the 2013 budget
process.
 Completed the layout of a "spin card" for Club Read, the library's summer reading
program for adults and a "business card" for the Text-a-Librarian service.
 Created posters and signs promoting Reference events and services such as Scanning
Day and a ReferenceUSA workshop.
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Melany Bartig (Assistant II)
 Created flyers for the Find the Right Career Training and Education workshop; the
Connect/Disconnect art exhibit by Danica Oudeans; and the Friends annual meeting.
 Continued to participate in Facebook/Twitter/Hootsuite meetings with Laurie
Boettcher Speaks.
 Designed the Summer Library Program (SLP) main folder and a one-page SLP flyer
for first graders.
 Sent information packets to the participants in the summer Volume One art show.
Kris Jarocki (Assistant I)
 Prepared and published the ArtsWest 33 slide show.
 Prepared and mailed pick-up reminder letters to ArtsWest participant artists.
 Prepared and mailed packets to artists for upcoming Volume One show.
 Formatted, proofed and made master copies of 5 Club Read lists.
 Set up for Weaving Away program and The Street's two sessions.
 Set up for poetry reading session and Feathered Friends program.
 Compiled and distributed survey results from Feathered Friends two programs and
The Street's two programs.
 Staffed the evening session of Feathered Friends program.
Technical Services (TS)
Jean Pickerign (Assistant II)
 Selected materials from new arrivals for the Friends’ Annual meeting (April 16).
After the meeting, volunteers are welcomed to browse the cart and choose a
book/item in which a bookplate, imprinted with their name, will be placed.
Sharon Price (Technical Services Manager)
 Attended a MORE meeting to preview Sierra, Innovative Interface’s new face on a
new platform. According to MORE staff there are still several bugs to work out
before they ask MORE member libraries to begin working with it. MORE is a beta
partner.
 Set up a meeting for April 4 with Baker & Taylor representative, Mark Trunzo. Mark
shared new information about B&T’s eBook collection and discussed concerns
selectors have with B&T’s electronic selection tool, Title Source 3.
 Completed a four-week e-course from ALA on preparing and planning for RDA
(Resource Description and Access). RDA is the third revision of the AngloAmerican Cataloguing Rules, a library cataloguing standard used to support the
discovery, identification and employment of information resources. The Library of
Congress has set March 31, 2013, as the date for RDA implementation. MORE is
waiting to set a date until after Sierra is up, running well and Catalogers and
Circulation staff are comfortable with it.
 Reviewed the large print standing order plans.
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Teri Oestreich (Assistant I)
 Along with TS page, Kristine Vinopal, picked up the TS supplies order at IFLS
office. MORE staff coordinated the supply order for all MORE libraries this year.
Also:
 TS Staff reviewed the IUG enhancement ballot and voted for their favorites.
 Jennifer Cook, the current Reference field experience student, toured TS and was
impressed with how much material flows through the Division.
 Xiongmee Lor, City Risk Management Specialist, made a return visit for an
ergonomic check on two TS staff members.
 After review of new efficiencies made over the past 18 months and a set of timed
processing tests, a new standard was set for TS Page processors. Rather than the
former base of 12 items processed-per-hour, the number has been raised to 18 items
per hour. The total number includes any item they handle whether it is a new item
processed or an older item mended.
 Catalogers performed original cataloging on 7 books and 3 sound recordings in
March spending a total of 218 minutes.
 TS had a student from North High complete 4 hours of volunteer work.
 The check of all audiobook and DVD cases for CAUTION labels is complete.
MORE-Friendly
 Catalogers downloaded 162 authority records into the MORE database from OCLC
and 27 from INNView (Millennium product)
 Cataloger Donna Swenson removed 277 blind references from the MORE database.
Youth Services (YS)
Spring Break (March 19-23) was an extremely eventful week in Youth Services. This year
for the first time Youth Services decided to offer programs Sunday through Friday for all
ages.
Staff kicked off the week with Hunger Games at the Library on Monday, March 19. Teens
painted camouflage, learned about world time zone conversions, first aid, knot tying and
more. In addition, teams tried to beat-the-clock while maneuvering through both the obstacle
course and blind maze. Monday featured Jewelry Making for Tweens which was led by
Tangled Up in Hue artist Becky Simington. Participants had a chance to make a bracelet or a
pair of earrings.
Tuesday was a big hit with young girls in grades Kindergarten to Second as they attended a
Fancy Nancy Tea Party. Cupcakes, lemonade, tiaras and fancy crafts made this a very
special event. A photo from the party appeared in the Leader-Telegram the following day.
The Baby Beach Party was held on Wednesday and over 80 parents and babies (up to 24
months) came and had a wonderful time. Beach music, beach balls and a lot of playtime on
beach towels made this a wonderful event.
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Thursday brought the Preschool Cowpoke Party and kids were encouraged to come dressed
for the occasion and celebrate with stories, snacks and crafts. Thursday evening, all the guys
came for Gone Fishin’ where guest presenter Richard Kneer showed lures and ties he has
made. Everyone in attendance had a chance to make a Bass popper, so they are ready to
throw their lines in this spring.
The week wrapped up on Friday when all the Lego enthusiasts dropped by for a special
session of Lego Club.
Associate Jill Patchin, Youth Services Manager Shelly Collins-Fuerbringer and Youth
Librarian Dayna Lovell have started working with Webmaster Jeff Burns to make some
changes to the Youth Services portions of the Library’s website. One of the new features is a
photo album slideshow on the kids’ website. The current slideshow features all of the Spring
Break programs and includes a number of fantastic pictures. Take a look!:
http://www.ecpubliclibrary.info/kids/
The 12-week winter storytime series wrapped up the last week of March. Youth Services
staff tried some new things this series, most notably adding more sessions of Toddler Tales
and splitting up the babies into two groups. The baby storytimes were an enormous hit. As a
result, Youth Services is offering a baby playgroup on Friday mornings through the month of
April. Jill ordered a few new baby toys specifically aimed at the younger babies: a play mat
for babies to sit or lay on with built in activities, two mirrors for babies on their tummies to
look at themselves in and two spinning wheels that suction cup to the floor that babies can
either reach up to from their tummies or sit next to and spin.
Another program that was a huge success was our Saturday family storytimes, so Youth
Services decided to add Family Saturdays during the month of April. Youth Services will
continue Family Storytime with a craft at 10:30 and then the rest of the day will have a
variety of games for families to enjoy together throughout the day.
Dayna presented jazz-themed stories at Jump, Jive and Read for the Eau Claire Jazz Festival
on March 10. The Library has partnered with the Festival and a number of other community
organizations for this event for several years. This year over 200 preschoolers and family
members were in attendance.
Dayna attended the virtual PLA Conference sessions on Teen programming and technology
on March 15. She reported that it was one of the best webinars she had seen and she received
a lot of great ideas to pursue for the future.
Associate Jenn von Klein attended the IFLS Autism Workshop on March 28. IFLS applied
for and received a federal LSTA grant to help libraries with services to young children on the
autism spectrum and their parents and caregivers. The grant involves a number of things, but
the training workshop that Jenn attended specifically focused on adapting storytimes for this
audience, so Youth Services will be working with community partners to develop storytimes
by the end of 2012.
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In addition to all of the storytimes that kept Youth Services busy during the month, the entire
Youth Services staff made great progress on planning for the summer. The main flyer is
finished and off to the printer and will be available on the website in the next couple weeks.
All the performers are hired, storytimes set and staff is ready to promote another fun summer
library program starting in May.
Reference Services (RS)
Reference Services Manager Renee Ponzio attended sessions of the PLA virtual conference
on March 15. Renee did the readers advisory table for the first week of March dealing with
trivia books.
Reference Associate Cindy Westphal created a Pick of the Month on the library’s website on
March Madness featuring college and high school tournament activities, created Club Read
lists on If You Like Downton Abbey; Westward, Ho; Crime Thru Time; and Plain Love and
updated the Author Alert section on the library’s website. During March, Cindy proctored
13 exams for students who are taking online or long-distance courses and coordinated the
first quarter Reference Tally resulting in over 2,400 questions between the three units. She
attended a focus group on revising meeting room procedures.
Offering e-mail genealogy assistance, Reference staff look up obituary requests, scans
obituaries and then send these requests to customers all over the United States. During
March, 15 obituaries were processed and sent electronically.
Reference Assistant Isa Small continues to answer questions from other libraries regarding
preparing for an iPad program. This month she asked each of the librarians she’s spoken
with to provide a little information on how they funded their program and received board
approval. The information gathered will be used in the iPad presentation she and Laura
Miller will give in June at the Lake Superior Libraries Symposium. A new Easy Start iPad
program launched on March 20. An Easy Start iPad has less library-added content so it may
be easier to navigate for those with visual or other impairments. Also, most of the content
that has been added does not require Wi-Fi so nearly everything will work without Internet
access. For added accessibility, the Zoom feature is enabled on all Easy Start iPads. The
Zoom feature is used to magnify the screen images and text. Isa is also currently
investigating the Apple Configurator Mac App which may decrease the amount of staff time
spent on restoring returned iPads.
Isa met with the Meeting Room Focus Group she is chairing to review the online software
and adjustments to the Conditions of Use and Agreement forms. Taking suggestions from
the group, she met with Assistant Director Mark Troendle to discuss possible changes to the
forms and with Webmaster Jeff Burns to review the process for editing the software.
Reference Assistant Theresa Boetcher continued updating the Community Information
Database and statistics for March included 80 records changed and updated and 11 records
deleted. Theresa submitted 29 ILL requests for customers. Reports of catalog items that
have been withdrawn or are missing have been checked and completed by Theresa for both
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Renee and I. This process is done by looking up number of records for these items and what
formats are owned. The dubbing project for recording the City Council Meetings from VHS
to DVD continues. Theresa answered 5 Meebo and 1 Text-A-Librarian question.
Reference Assistant David Dial continued working on the update to the foreign films list.
Associate Kathy Herfel arranged for and hosted another successful genealogy open lab on
March 14 in the Microlab. Maureen Welch from IFLS was the guest presenter on the
Ancestry Library Edition and HeritageQuest. It was attended by 20 people.
Home Delivery
The current Home Delivery customer total is 203. Associate Kathy Herfel added 6 new
customers, 4 were from the now defunct Library Books by Mail service. Two long-time
customers passed away in March.
On March 8, Reference Services Manager Renee Ponzio and Kathy did a presentation on the
Library and Home Delivery to the visually impaired group which meets at St. John’s
Apartments. The next week Kathy called a former Library Books by Mail customer to see if
she was still interested in being on home delivery. The woman said yes and that she’s also
interested in trying an iPad because she saw one demonstrated at her visually impaired
meeting a few weeks earlier.
Reminisce with the Library at Heatherwood Assisted Living was attended by 6 residents.
Kathy and the five women and one man discussed how they met their spouses . . . and
outhouses!
Kathy interviewed three Home Delivery women who live at Luther Lakeside for the next
Home Delivery newsletter. Pictures of them and their volunteer deliverer were taken.
Holds and Resource Sharing (HRS)
HRS Assistants Amy Marsh and Jolene Krimpelbein went over the list of proposed IUG
enhancements and gave their feedback.
Renee spoke with Circulation Manager Laura Miller and arranged for some Circulation page
hours to be used through May to do a round of paging slips on Sundays. So far, the Pages
have been able to search and process at least 200 items which has made Monday mornings
more manageable.
An Augusta customer contacted HRS because he thought he had returned an interlibrary loan
item that he borrowed through Augusta to one of our return boxes. The item did not show up
on our list of items that have been returned by mistake, however Jolene suggested that he
contact the Augusta Library and request that they contact the lending library to see if it had
been returned there. The item was found at the lending library and the customer let us know
that he was always very pleased with the service that he receives at Eau Claire.
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Amy is continuing to work with two other IFLS librarians on a best practices document for
outgoing courier. She reviewed the survey responses on outgoing procedures that most of
the libraries submitted. A Google document was created and she submitted extensive
comments and suggestions to the document. The committee is hoping that the new best
practices document will eliminate the excessive packaging that is being done by some of the
libraries.
When the first book drop of the day and the offsite drop boxes are checked-in, the system is
backdated to allow staff to check-in the items as of the previous day. On two dates during
the month there was an error with backdating. Amy was able to create a list of items that
were checked-in during those times and with the help of Circulation Desk Clerk Katie
Johnson the fines were waived.
HRS Assistants started using an in/out board. Currently the Assistants are charting their
work activities each day.
Information Technology (IT)
In March, Jeff Burns and Kris Nickel responded to and resolved 44 help requests from staff
on a variety of issues. Other highlights include:
Kris Nickel (Network Manager)
 As part of the library’s annual equipment replacement schedule, received two
shipments of a total of 20 Dell computers, of which Kris configured, installed and
tested 12 for the Youth Services Discovery area including 3 new games.
 Continued working with Associate Larry Nickel and representatives from NetGuard
Security to complete the setup of the new security camera software.
 Continued planning with Ryan Beaman from Heartland Business Systems on
improvements to the library’s wireless network including determining placement of
additional wireless access points.
 Worked with County IT staff who upgraded the two phone systems servers to insure a
smooth transition for library staff.
 Began researching licensing, activation, imaging and installation options for
Microsoft Windows 7 for staff and public PCs with a rollout beginning no sooner
than fall 2012.
Jeff Burns (Electronic Resources Facilitator)
 Edited and published featured material videos (DVD, Book, Music, Featured) for
public viewing.
 Created and published kids slideshow to feature and highlight images taken at
programs/events.
 Created new email newsletter templates for monthly newsletter to test/increase reader
conversion rates.
 Published WEAU 13 video to kids website featuring Moms Everyday video.
 Updated Genealogical Research Society of Eau Claire (GRSEC) website and trained
GRSEC staff on how to update website.
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Met with YS staff to upgrade and convert existing websites to be more interactive and
provide more value-added dynamic content for targeted audience including mobile
versions.
Published and linked to Feathered Friends, Weaving, Arts West, Key of Nam videos
to YouTube account for viewing by public.
Created new editing interface pages for obituary databases to be used by volunteer
staff.
Continued working on a donations page for the library which will utilize the
III/PayPal payment gateway.
Created and provided a YouTube URL link for TS staff to embed into material
records which displays video without comments.

Circulation
March is usually the busiest month of circulation during the “school” year and this March
was no exception. During the week of Spring break (March 19- 23) 13,600 items were
checked out. This is a 20% increase from the previous week’s checkout.
Laura Miller and the circulation assistants provided input for proposed Circulation
Functionality enhancements for the Innovative Interfaces automated library software. With
over 60 circulation enhancement choices, Circulation staff voted on those areas that best help
with the efficiency and accuracy of Circulation functions.
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ADMINISTRATIVE
MEMORANDUM
TO:

LIBRARY BOARD

FROM:

TERESA KRIESE, BUSINESS MANAGER

DATE:

04/09/2012

SUBJECT:

MARCH FINANCIAL REPORT

I will be out of the office at the IUG conference in Chicago when the Library Board meets again.
With this in mind, I would like to give an explanation of one of the accounts on the March
financial reports.
Account number 6102 is a new account that has not been previously reported on. This account
was set up to keep the active employees and the retired employees health insurance costs
separated. This account currently has no budget because in 2012 and previously it was budgeted
with the active employee health insurance in account 6043. For the remainder of 2012, account
6102 will be over budget (because there is none at this time) and account 6043 will be under
budget by the same amount for this purpose. During the 2013 budget process, we will separate the
two budgets and record them on their separate lines under these two account numbers.
Please feel free to contact me when I return to the office the week of April 23rd if you have further
questions.
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LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
2012 YTD BUDGET REPORT - Operating
For the Period Ended MARCH 31, 2012

OBJ
#
4002
4009
4330
4398
4451
4452
4602
4608
4798
4834
4836
4850
4852
4898
5152
5590
5580

ACCOUNT NAME
PUBLIC LIBRARY REVENUE
General Property Tax-City
Prop Tax-Post 2005 Debt
Library Fines & Miscellaneous Revenue
Other Penalties (Collection Agency)
Electronic Copy Revenue
Copier Revenue
Service to Eau Claire County
Indianhead Library System
Misc Service Revenues (Act 150)
Book Bag Sales
Misc Grant Revenue
Gift Revenue
Misc Reimbursements-Lost Items
Miscellaneous Revenue
Sale of Capital Assets
Fund Balance Used for CIP
Working Capital Applied
TOTAL REVENUE

2012
ESTIMATED
REVENUE
$ 2,851,400.00
39,900.00
112,500.00
2,500.00
2,600.00
3,200.00
547,600.00
30,200.00
242,400.00
500.00
15,000.00
24,000.00
15,000.00
6,200.00
$ 3,893,000.00
225,000.00
64,500.00
$ 4,182,500.00
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ACTUAL
YTD
REVENUE
$

$
$

29,323.14
877.78
660.42
838.30
273,809.50
16,113.91
242,565.61
35.06
23,718.00
4,570.50
1,391.11
593,903.33
593,903.33

RECEIVABLE
$

$
$

-

REMAINING
UNCOLLECTED
$ 2,851,400.00
39,900.00
83,176.86
1,622.22
1,939.58
2,361.70
273,790.50
14,086.09
(165.61)
464.94
15,000.00
282.00
10,429.50
4,808.89
$ 3,299,096.67
225,000.00
64,500.00
$ 3,588,596.67

%
COLLECTED
0.0%
0.0%
26.1%
35.1%
25.4%
26.2%
50.0%
53.4%
100.1%
7.0%
0.0%
98.8%
30.5%
22.4%
N/A
15.3%
0.0%
0.0%
14.2%

OBJ
#
6010
6020
6030
6040
6043
6047
6099
6102
6108
6110
6112
6116
6120
6122
6128
6134
6138
6150
6156
6160
6162
6166
6198
6202
6208
6210
6216
6252
6254
6308
6350
6402
6409
6415
6490
6495
6496
6498
6790
6802
7020
7044

ACCOUNT NAME
PUBLIC LIBRARY EXPENDITURE
Payroll Wages
P/R Overtime
Special Pays
Employer Paid Benefits
Health insurance-Employer
Health insurance Deductible
Misc. Reimbursements
Health Ins - Retirees
Unemployment Compensation
Postage & Shipping
Computer Service Charges
Binding
Auditing
Cataloging
Repairs to Tools & Equip
Lab/Medical Testing
Equipment Rental
Special Services
Professional Services
Staff Training/Conference
Membership Dues
Recruitment Expenses
Miscellaneous Contractual
Electricity
Gas Service
Telephones
Cable TV Services
Water Service
Sewer Service
Special Assessments
Liability & Property Insurance
Office, AV, Library Supplies
Library Materials
Lost/Damaged Collection Materials
Equipment Purchases < $5000
Grant Expenditures
Gift Expenditures
Other Materials & Supplies
Refunds & Reimbursements
Capital Purchases
Transfer to Debt Service
Transfer to Library Capital Projects

ACTUAL
YTD
EXPENDED

2012
APPROP.
$ 1,740,100.00
34,200.00
356,100.00
339,900.00
34,500.00
2,500.00
17,600.00
19,600.00
112,500.00
1,000.00
2,400.00
2,100.00
5,700.00
600.00
5,000.00
22,300.00
13,000.00
22,500.00
2,700.00
200.00
30,800.00
73,500.00
21,000.00
11,200.00
1,000.00
2,200.00
2,500.00
700.00
31,000.00
80,900.00
423,500.00
15,000.00
64,000.00
15,000.00
24,000.00
4,800.00
10,300.00
8,000.00
39,900.00
331,000.00
67
$ 3,924,800.00

$

$

365,716.70
456.72
59,006.73
69,139.24
1,844.31
89.96
4,668.57
3,199.96
85,032.37
32.65
175.65
918.16
1,439.08
1,946.59
1,837.50
2,389.82
369.00
402.82
14,103.32
6,298.66
598.19
113.19
298.02
216.17
694.81
10,167.07
67,211.12
3,242.01
33,996.92
7,923.04
291.82
331,000.00
1,074,820.17

ENCUMBRANCES

AVAIL.
BUDGET

330.00
338.50
13,407.88
60.30
$ 14,136.68

$ 1,374,383.30
33,743.28
297,093.27
270,760.76
32,655.69
2,410.04
(4,668.57)
17,600.00
16,400.04
27,137.63
967.35
2,224.35
2,100.00
4,781.84
600.00
3,560.92
20,353.41
11,162.50
20,110.18
2,331.00
200.00
30,058.68
59,396.68
14,701.34
10,601.81
886.81
1,901.98
2,283.83
5.19
31,000.00
57,325.05
356,288.88
11,757.99
30,003.08
15,000.00
16,016.66
4,508.18
10,300.00
8,000.00
39,900.00
$ 2,835,843.15

$

%
USED
21.0%
n/a
1.3%
16.6%
20.3%
5.3%
3.6%
n/a
0.0%
16.3%
75.9%
3.3%
7.3%
0.0%
16.1%
0.0%
28.8%
8.7%
14.1%
10.6%
13.7%
0.0%
2.4%
19.2%
30.0%
5.3%
11.3%
13.5%
8.6%
99.3%
0.0%
29.1%
15.9%
21.6%
53.1%
0.0%
33.3%
6.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
27.7%

OBJ
#
6010
6020
6030
6040
6043
6047
6108
6128
6130
6138
6144
6150
6214
6256
6340
6460
6464

ACCOUNT NAME
LIB BLDG MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURE
Payroll Wages
Payroll Overtime
Special Pays
Employer Paid Benefits
Health Ins (ER)
Health Insurance Deductible
Unemployment Compensation
Repairs to Tools & Equipment
Repairs to Buildings
Equipment Rental
Laundry & Dry Cleaning
Special Services
Garbage Service
Storm water Charges
Implementation Reserves
Repair Part & Supplies
Building Materials & Janitorial Supplies

2012
APPROP.
$

130,500.00
17,200.00
1,300.00
20,500.00
40,100.00
2,900.00
200.00
21,000.00
100.00
200.00
8,500.00
4,700.00
700.00
400.00
1,100.00
8,300.00
257,700.00

$

$

24,149.05
1,656.75
3,407.52
7,358.38
31.59
2,738.97
2,507.76
322.50
243.88
785.49
2,642.67
45,844.56

$ 4,182,500.00

$

1,120,664.73

$

TOTAL EXPENSES

YTD
APPROP.
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ENCUMAPPROP.
$

AVAIL.
APPROP.

8,063.72
11,029.16
208.95
380.40
$ 19,682.23

$

106,350.95
15,543.25
1,300.00
17,092.48
32,741.62
2,900.00
(31.59)
200.00
10,197.31
100.00
200.00
(5,036.92)
4,377.50
456.12
400.00
105.56
5,276.93
192,173.21

$

$ 33,818.91

$ 3,028,016.36

%
APPROP.
18.5%
9.6%
0.0%
16.6%
18.4%
0.0%
n/a
0.0%
51.4%
0.0%
n/a
159.3%
6.9%
34.8%
n/a
90.4%
36.4%
25.4%

27.6%

LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
LTD CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT BUDGET REPORT
For the Period Ended MARCH 31, 2012

OBJ
#
4802
5114

6810

6802
490.4392
4178
4818
4850
4852
5590

6010
6040
6810

490.4438
4853
5590

6810
6810.59001
6810.59002
6810.59003
6810.59004
6810.59005
6810.59006
6810.59007

ACCOUNT NAME
LIBRARY CIP FUND - REVENUE
Interest-Pooled Investments
Tsf from Library

LIBRARY BLDG IMPROVEMENT 1997
Capital Costs (2006 and previous years)
Closed
TECHNOLOGY UPGRADE 1999
Capital Purchases
Closed
LIBRARY BUILDING EXPANSION 2006
State Aid-Bldg Commission Grant
Other Interest
Gifts & Donation
Misc Reimbursements & Refund
Fund Balance Used for CIP
Total Revenue

CURRENT
APPROP.
$
$
$

-

ACTUAL
SINCE INCEPTION
EXPENDED

ENCUMBRANCES

AVAILABLE
BUDGET

$
$
$

220,530.00
2,490,900.00
2,711,430.00

$
$
$

-

$ (220,530.00)
$ (2,490,900.00)
$ (2,711,430.00)

%
USED

$

716,200.00

$

716,109.38

$

-

$

90.62

100.0%

$

979,900.00

$

979,865.10

$

-

$

34.90

100.0%

$ 125,000.00
$
23,600.00
$ 1,020,700.00
$
1,200.00
$ 700,000.00
$ 1,870,500.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

125,000.00
46,317.43
1,013,701.13
35,177.00
1,220,195.56

$
$
$
$
$
$

-

$
$
$
$
$
$

(22,717.43)
6,998.87
(33,977.00)
700,000.00
650,304.44

Total Expense

$
$
$ 1,870,500.00
$ 1,870,500.00

$
$
$
$

31,963.98
4,068.88
1,801,694.67
1,837,727.53

$
$
$
$

-

$
$
$
$

(31,963.98)
(4,068.88)
68,805.33
32,772.47

LIBRARY BLDG IMPROVEMENT 2007
Energy Improvement Rebates
Fund Balance Used for CIP
Total Revenue

$
$ 1,641,900.00
$ 1,641,900.00

$
$
$

27,121.40
27,121.40

$
$
$

-

$
(27,121.40)
$ 1,641,900.00
$ 1,614,778.60

Capital Costs
Capital Costs - Roof Repairs
Capital Costs - Lighting Control Panel
Capital Costs - Heat Pumps
Capital Costs - Exterior Brick
Capital Costs - Elevator
Capital Costs - Parking Lot/Driveway
Capital Costs - 2010 Security System

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

523,821.90
6,355.08
3,077.06
81,249.20
7,398.56
14,840.00
10,000.00

P/R Wages
Benefits
Capital Costs

529,900.00
52,300.00
39,000.00
191,200.00
120,200.00
14,900.00
14,500.00
69
10,000.00

$ 6,050.30
$ 45,867.84
$ 35,000.00
$ 109,935.00
$
436.37
$
$
$
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

27.80
77.08
922.94
15.80
112,365.07
60.00
14,500.00
-

98.2%

OBJ
#
6810.59009
6810.59010
6810.59011
6810.59014
6810.59015
6810.59016
6810.59017

ACCOUNT NAME
Capital Costs - 2011 Security System
Capital Costs - 2011 Av Projects
Capital Costs - Concrete Walk/Lighting
Capital Costs - 2012 Av Projects
Capital Costs - 2012 Security System
Capital Costs - Elevator Overhaul
Capital Costs - Window Replacement
Total Expense

490.4613
5590

LIB TECHNOLOGY UPGRADES 2011
Fund Balance Used for CIP
Total Revenue

6810
6810.59012
6810.59018

Capital Costs
Capital Costs - 2011 Upgrades
Capital Costs - Application Software Server

TOTAL CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN EXPENSE

ACTUAL
SINCE INCEPTION
EXPENDED

CURRENT
APPROP.
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

26,500.00
1,700.00
70,000.00
1,500.00
4,500.00
340,700.00
225,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

25,323.41
-

$ 1,641,900.00

$

672,065.21

$
$

70,200.00
70,200.00

$
$

$
$
$
$

45,000.00
22,200.00
3,000.00
70,200.00

$
$
$
$

2,823.87
22,150.25
24,974.12

$ 5,278,700.00

$

4,230,741.34

tk
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-

ENCUMBRANCES
$
$

%
USED

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

24.59
1,105.74
70,000.00
1,500.00
4,500.00
340,700.00
225,000.00

$ 199,035.77

$

770,799.02

$
$

-

$
$

70,200.00
70,200.00

$

-

$
$

-

$
$
$
$

42,176.13
49.75
3,000.00
45,225.88

35.6%

$

848,922.89

83.9%

$
$
$
$

1,152.00
594.26

AVAILABLE
BUDGET

-

$ 199,035.77

100.0%

ADMINISTRATIVE
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Library Board

FROM:

Teresa Kriese, Business Manager

DATE:

04/05/2012

SUBJECT:

March 2012 Warrant Report Summary

The Warrant Report Summary for the month of March is shown below.
Warrant Report Summary – Month Ending March 31, 2012
March 02, 2012
March 09, 2012
March 16, 2012
March 23, 2012
March 30, 2012
Total

$ 5,279.21 *
57,495.19 **
33,604.35 ***
28,775.34 ****
19,861.38 *****
$145,015.47

*

The March 2nd report is minimal because there were very few library materials invoices
processed this week because the acquisitions system was being reconciled to the
accounting system and all invoicing had to be held until the process was complete.

**

The March 9th warrant report includes the monthly health insurance payment to Group
Health totaling $31,167.42 and a number of payments for the security system
improvements totaling $16,206.10.

***

The March 16th warrant report includes a payment of $15,335.40 to Heartland Business
Systems for the annual order to replace the older computers and the monthly gas and
electric payment to Xcel totaling $7,018.61.

****

The March 23rd warrant report shows a payment of $20,995.00 to Bartingale
Mechanical for partial payment on the heat pump project.

***** The March 30th warrant report includes a payment of $10,049.68 as part of our annual
equipment purchase.
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Warrant Report for 030212L
Vendor Name

Check #

Invoice Description

Invoice #

Amount

AMAZON COM LLC

214662 LIBRARY MATERIALS

022728059007

$37.51

AMAZON COM LLC

214662 LIB MATERIALS, BOOKMARKS

112107686878

$114.12

AMAZON COM LLC

214662 LIBRARY MATERIALS

182625493786

$140.07

AMAZON COM LLC

214662 LIB MATERIALS, BOOKMARKS

145812239607

$218.88

AMAZON COM LLC

214662 LIBRARY MATERIALS

182621425342

$250.70

AMERITECH PUBLISHING INC

214664 PHONE SVC 02/16 - 03/15

NONE1209

$154.16

AMERY PUBLIC LIBRARY

214663 LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK

LIBRFND1209

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214665 LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2026758523

$406.06

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214665 LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2026738774

$492.90

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214665 LIB MATERIALS, BOOKMARKS

2026760294

$582.40

BRODART INC

214666 TS SUPPLIES

232826

$102.12

CHIPPEWA FALLS PUBLIC LIBRARY

214667 LOST ITEM REFUND YA ITEMS

LIBRFND1209

$48.77

EAU CLAIRE JAZZ INC

214668 SPEAKER FEE RYAN JONES

NONE1209

$50.00

EO JOHNSON CO INC

214669 ADMIN COPIER 03/15 - 04/14

28530973

$359.77

NORTHWEST READING CLINIC LTD

214670 ACT PREP WORKSHOP

NONE1209

$375.00

RICE LAKE PUBLIC LIBRARY

214671 LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT

LIBRFND1209

$20.76

RIVER FALLS PUBLIC LIBRARY

214672 LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT

LIBRFND1209

$9.99

UIHLEIN/WILSON ARCHITECTS

214673 SETTLEMENT-UNPAID INV

NONE1209

$20.00

$1,896.00

$5,279.21
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Warrant Report for 030912L
Vendor Name

Check #

Invoice Description

Invoice #

Amount

AMERITECH PUBLISHING INC

214674 CELL PHONES - FEB

NONE1210

$18.22

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214675 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026751893

$283.01

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214675 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026766869

$506.31

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214675 LIB MATERIALS, YS PRIZES

2026768892

$520.39

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214675 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026747472

$718.91

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214675 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026778559

$861.64

CDW GOVERNMENT

214676 IT AND TS SUPPLIES

G128557

$66.51

CDW GOVERNMENT

214676 PRESTO IPAD PROJECT

G074591

$223.40

CEDAR CORPORATION

214677 ASBESTOS INSPECTION

73664

$294.65

EO JOHNSON CO INC

214678 CS EXCESS COPIES 2/27-3/8

CNIN542429

$33.66

GALE GROUP

214679 LIBRARY MATERIALS

17462872

$23.25

GALE GROUP

214679 LIBRARY MATERIALS

17469299

$38.38

GALE GROUP

214679 LIBRARY MATERIALS

17473177

$44.99

GALE GROUP

214679 LIBRARY MATERIALS

17473705

$46.49

GALE GROUP

214679 LIBRARY MATERIALS

17470243

$47.24

GALE GROUP

214679 LIBRARY MATERIALS

17469911

$59.99

GALE GROUP

214679 LIBRARY MATERIALS

17470419

$64.78

GALE GROUP

214679 LIBRARY MATERIALS

17469705

$71.99

GALE GROUP

214679 LIBRARY MATERIALS

17457181

$77.99

GALE GROUP

214679 LIBRARY MATERIALS

17473596

$89.98

GALE GROUP

214679 LIBRARY MATERIALS

17470707

$93.73

GALE GROUP

214679 LIBRARY MATERIALS

17462164

$94.48

GALE GROUP

214679 LIBRARY MATERIALS

17463151

$119.98

GALE GROUP

214679 LIBRARY MATERIALS

17456684

$198.71

GALE GROUP

214679 LIBRARY MATERIALS

17456807

$224.96

GALE GROUP

214679 LIBRARY MATERIALS

17475698

$293.94

GROUP HEALTH CO-OP

214680 RETIREE/COBRA MAR 2012

NONE1210L

$1,620.95

GROUP HEALTH CO-OP

214680 ACTIVES - MARCH 2012

NONE1210

$29,546.47

HEARTQUEST TRAINERS LLC

214681 DEFIBRILLATOR WALL SIGN

4276

KENT ADHESIVE PRODUCTS CO

214682 YS SUPPLIES

1163275

$106.15

KENT ADHESIVE PRODUCTS CO

214682 TS SUPPLIES

1163289

$1,268.27

L&M MAIL SERVICES INC

214683 WHAT'S HAPPENING-2/27/12

25949

MIDWEST TAPE

214684 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2760434

$12.79

MIDWEST TAPE

214684 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2760428

$15.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214684 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2760432

$17.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214684 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2760430

$19.99
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$41.85

$300.51

Warrant Report for 030912L
Vendor Name

Check #

Invoice Description

Invoice #

Amount

MIDWEST TAPE

214684 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2760433

$19.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214684 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2760437

$34.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214684 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2760439

$34.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214684 LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2760435

$39.17

MIDWEST TAPE

214684 BOOKMARKS

2760438

$39.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214684 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2760431

$39.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214684 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2760429

$47.98

MIDWEST TAPE

214684 LIBRARY MATERIALS

260427

$47.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214684 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2760436

$531.01

MINNESOTA MUTUAL LIFE INS

214685 LIFE INSURANCE APRIL

NONE1210

$1,044.82

NET TEL COMMUNICATIONS

214686 CAMERAS & SERVERS INSTALL

2012375

$2,908.50

NETGUARD SECURITY SOLUTIONS LL 214687 2011 SECURITY SYSTEM

4021196

$454.00

NETGUARD SECURITY SOLUTIONS LL 214687 BLDG IMPROVEMENTS-SEC SYS

4021169

$12,843.60

OFFICE DEPOT

2437014

$332.67

RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY INTERNATI 214689 TS SUPPLIES

164903

$624.95

SOFTMART GOVT SERVICES INC

214690 IT SUPPLIES

ARINV-348511

$103.01

WEST GROUP

214691 LIBRARY MATERIALS

824450259

$279.00

214688 SUPPLIES

$57,495.19
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Warrant Report for 031612L
Vendor Name

Check #

Invoice Description

Invoice #

Amount

ADLEMAN, CAROL

214692 ARTSWEST PRIZE

NONE1211

ALIBRIS

214693 LIBRARY MATERIALS

55113534

$11.94

ALIBRIS

214693 LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

54893376

$15.19

AMAZON COM LLC

214694 LIBRARY MATERIALS

093792459884

$6.87

AMAZON COM LLC

214694 LIBRARY MATERIALS

291791887402

$7.89

AMAZON COM LLC

214694 LIBRARY MATERIALS

291796390789

$12.08

AMAZON COM LLC

214694 LIBRARY MATERIALS

053689670853

$20.69

AMAZON COM LLC

214694 LIBRARY MATERIALS

236433753455

$23.98

AMAZON COM LLC

214694 LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

283549335545

$30.13

AMAZON COM LLC

214694 BOOKMARKS

242227799688

$35.85

AMAZON COM LLC

214694 LIBRARY MATERIALS

053683871122

$37.71

AMAZON COM LLC

214694 LIBRARY MATERIALS

160370635383

$49.11

AMAZON COM LLC

214694 LIBRARY MATERIALS

220196277950

$50.75

AMAZON COM LLC

214694 LIBRARY MATERIALS

162683821154

$66.10

AMAZON COM LLC

214694 LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

258372094163

$67.14

AMAZON COM LLC

214694 LIBRARY MATERIALS

220195140158

$83.63

AMAZON COM LLC

214694 BOOKMARKS

106200887172

$83.84

AMAZON COM LLC

214694 LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

283548148149

$116.74

AMAZON COM LLC

214694 LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

291790099038

$120.54

ARNESON, BESS

214695 ARTS WEST REFRESHMENTS

NONE1211

$57.16

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214696 LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2026811733

$43.28

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214696 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026799929

$214.06

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214696 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026790487

$249.39

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214696 LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2026782825

$287.16

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214696 LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2026799874

$436.07

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214696 LIB MATERIALS, BOOKMARKS

2026782891

$476.48

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214696 LIB MAT, L&D, YS PRIZES

2026811242

$504.20

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214696 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026794532

$525.82

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214696 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026786583

$793.58

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214696 LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2026793963

$819.89

BLOMQUIST, BRAD

214697 ARTSWEST PRIZE

NONE1211

$150.00

CHIPPEWA FALLS PUBLIC LIBRARY

214699 LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK

LIBRFND1211

$19.99

CITY OF MENOMONIE

214705 LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK

LIBRFND1211L

$12.95

CITY OF MENOMONIE

214705 LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK

LIBRFND1211

$14.95

CITY OF MENOMONIE

214705 LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK

LIBRFND1211L

$17.95

HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS

214700 EQUIPMENT PURCHASE

HBS00062491
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$300.00

$15,335.40

Warrant Report for 031612L
Vendor Name

Check #

Invoice Description

Invoice #

Amount
$18.00

HUDSON PUBLIC LIBRARY

214701 LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT

LIBRFND1211

L&M MAIL SERVICES INC

214702 POSTAGE/FEES-FEBRUARY

NONE1211

$1,084.75

MARSHALL CAVENDISH CORPORATIO 214703 LIBRARY MATERIALS

R885646

$118.53

MARSHALL CAVENDISH CORPORATIO 214703 LIBRARY MATERIALS

R884423

$177.93

MEGA

214704 TS SUPPLIES - WATER

351617

$14.22

MEGA

214704 FRNDS PRGRM RFRSHMENTS

356626

$18.45

MEGA

214704 FRNDS PRGRM RFRSHMENTS

351576

$18.97

MEGA

214704 FRNDS PRGRM RFRSHMENTS

355307

$33.21

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2753469

$15.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2766881

$19.98

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2753467

$19.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2753474

$19.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2766882

$21.98

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2766878

$23.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2753475

$24.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2766883

$27.78

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2766886

$34.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2766888

$34.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2766876

$36.98

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2766885

$38.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 BOOKMARKS

2753478

$39.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2753476

$39.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2766887

$39.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

2753477

$39.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2753468

$43.98

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2766879

$55.97

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2753471

$91.14

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2753473

$103.12

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2753472

$107.13

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2766884

$109.12

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2766877

$114.95

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 MORE DVDS

2753470

$159.96

MIDWEST TAPE

214706 VIDEO TO DVD

2766880

$381.36

RICE LAKE PUBLIC LIBRARY

214707 LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT

LIBRFND1211

SCHOLASTIC INC

214708 LIBRARY MATERIALS

11384639

SHOWCASES

214709 TS SUPPLIES

264936
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$16.99
$152.10
$1,490.40

Warrant Report for 031612L
Vendor Name
SMITH, DONALD

Check #

Invoice Description

214710 ARTSWEST PRIZE

Invoice #
NONE1211

UNIQUE MANAGEMENT SERVICES INC214711 COLLECTION AGENCY-FEBRUARY 220314

Amount
$200.00
$375.90

VILLAGE OF CADOTT

214698 LOST ITEM REFUND JUV BK

LIBRFND1211

$9.00

WESTON WOODS STUDIOS

214712 LIBRARY MATERIALS

4596363

XCEL ENERGY

214713 GAS/ELEC - 2/7-3/6

317361652

$7,018.61

ZAIS, JACK

214714 LIBRARY MATERIALS

NONE1211

$92.50

$18.95

$33,604.35
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Warrant Report for 032312L
Vendor Name

Check #

Invoice Description

Invoice #

ADAPTIVE TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES214715 PRESTO IPAD PROJECT MERLIN LC 20932

Amount
$2,195.00

AMERITECH PUBLISHING INC

214716 PHONE BOOK LISTING - MAR

NONE1212

$26.50

BAKER & TAYLOR ENTERTAINMENT

214717 LOST & DMGD - NONPRINT

I77104431

$10.79

BAKER & TAYLOR ENTERTAINMENT

214717 LOST & DMGD - NONPRINT

I77104430

$39.59

BAKER & TAYLOR ENTERTAINMENT

214717 LIB MATLS BOOK-JUV

2026800244

$48.96

BAKER & TAYLOR ENTERTAINMENT

214717 LIB MATLS - BOOK-AD

2026806756

$89.95

BAKER & TAYLOR ENTERTAINMENT

214717 LIB MATLS, LOST & DMGD - BOOK-J 2026815807

$122.89

BAKER & TAYLOR ENTERTAINMENT

214717 LIB MATLS - BOOK-AD

2026810808

$169.97

BAKER & TAYLOR ENTERTAINMENT

214717 LIB MATS, LOST & DMGD - BOOK-JU 2026822740

$266.87

BAKER & TAYLOR ENTERTAINMENT

214717 LIB MATLS - BOOK-AD

2026815798

$496.51

BAKER & TAYLOR ENTERTAINMENT

214717 LIB MATLS - BOOK-AD

2026811573

$511.28

BAKER & TAYLOR ENTERTAINMENT

214717 LIB MATLS - BOOK-AD

2026822708

$1,358.56

BARTINGALE MECHANICAL INC

214718 HEAT PUMPS PROJECT - PARTIAL P APPLICATION $20,995.00

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC

214719 LIB MATLS, LOST & DMGD - BOOK-J 276095D

CHARTER COMMUNICATION

214720 CABLE SERVICES 03/20 - 04/19

NONE1212

$37.76

DEER PARK PUBLIC LIBRARY

214721 LOST ITEM REFUND - BOOK-JUV

NONE1212

$15.00

DUNBAR, LEAH

214722 FRNDS - ARTS WEST PRIZE

NONE1212

$100.00

EAU CLAIRE COMMUNITY FOUNDATIO 214723 CHIDREN'S LEGACY LUNCH - JS & S NONE1212

$60.00

EAU CLAIRE GARDEN CLUB

214724 FEATHERED FRIENDS - MARTY O'H NONE1212

$62.50

EO JOHNSON CO INC

214725 2012 MAINT - 1ST FL COPIER APR 5 CNIN546528

$47.50

EO JOHNSON CO INC

214725 2012 MAINT - TS COPIER APR 1-JUN CNIN546252

$97.00

EO JOHNSON CO INC

214726 ADMIN COPIER - APR 15 - MAY 14

MEGA FOODS

214727 FRNDS - PROGRAM REFRESHMENT 351633

MIDWEST TAPE

214728 LOST & DMGD - NONPRINT

2773774

$12.79

MIDWEST TAPE

214728 LIB MATLS - NONPRINT

2773772

$14.39

MIDWEST TAPE

214728 LIB MATLS - NONPRINT

2773766

$23.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214728 LIB MATLS - NONPRINT

2773771

$27.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214728 LIB MATLS - NONPRINT

2773778

$29.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214728 LIB MATLS - NONPRINT

2773769

$34.38

MIDWEST TAPE

214728 LIB MATLS - NONPRINT

2773775

$36.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214728 LIB MATLS - NONPRINT

2773777

$39.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214728 LIB MATLS - NONPRINT

2773776

$64.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214728 LIB MATLS, LOST & DMGD - NONPR 2773779

$69.96

MIDWEST TAPE

214728 LIB MATLS - NONPRINT

2773764

$71.77

MIDWEST TAPE

214728 LIB MATLS - NONPRINT

2773765

$91.96

MIDWEST TAPE

214728 LIB MATLS - NONPRINT

2773767

$94.35
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28539512

$107.88

$359.77
$33.04

Warrant Report for 032312L
Vendor Name

Check #

Invoice Description

Invoice #

Amount

MIDWEST TAPE

214728 LIB MATLS - NONPRINT

2773770

$159.87

MIDWEST TAPE

214728 LIB MATLS, LOST & DMGD - NONPR 2773773

$193.05

MIDWEST TAPE

214728 FRNDS - VIDEO TO DVD

2773768

$517.36

NEW RICHMOND PUBLIC LIBRARY

214729 LOST ITEM REFUND - BOOK-AD

NONE1212

$14.00

REFUND-LIBRARY

214730 LOST ITEM REFUND LESS FINE - B NONE1212

$25.20

$28,775.34
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Warrant Report for 033012L
Vendor Name

Check #

Invoice Description

Invoice #

Amount

ALIBRIS

214731 LIBRARY MATERIALS

54815633

$10.94

ALIBRIS

214731 LIBRARY MATERIALS

54834438

$11.94

ALIBRIS

214731 LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

54730369

$11.94

ALIBRIS

214731 LIBRARY MATERIALS

54795998

$13.49

ALIBRIS

214731 LIBRARY MATERIALS

54796017

$15.34

ALIBRIS

214731 LIBRARY MATERIALS

54851465

$15.49

AMAZON COM LLC

214732 LIBRARY MATERIALS

162686533001

$7.89

AMAZON COM LLC

214732 LIBRARY MATERIALS

121806696357

$7.99

AMAZON COM LLC

214732 LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

034875322506

$8.96

AMAZON COM LLC

214732 LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

266570207260

$8.97

AMAZON COM LLC

214732 LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

014152767361

$9.76

AMAZON COM LLC

214732 LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

212017250129

$11.26

AMAZON COM LLC

214732 LIBRARY MATERIALS

173326714166

$15.93

AMAZON COM LLC

214732 LIBRARY MATERIALS

160373285273

$21.86

AMAZON COM LLC

214732 LIBRARY MATERIALS

121807635230

$24.10

AMAZON COM LLC

214732 LIBRARY MATERIALS

263748336235

$24.99

AMAZON COM LLC

214732 LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

212010985719

$30.45

AMAZON COM LLC

214732 LIBRARY MATERIALS

126169056424

$30.99

AMAZON COM LLC

214732 LIBRARY MATERIALS

263744642831

$41.19

AMAZON COM LLC

214732 LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

111919662696

$44.45

AMAZON COM LLC

214732 LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

224954678638

$45.93

AMAZON COM LLC

214732 LIBRARY MATERIALS

216294734751

$49.34

AMAZON COM LLC

214732 LIBRARY MATERIALS

087083125016

$50.94

AMAZON COM LLC

214732 LIBRARY MATERIALS

216290215630

$57.95

AMAZON COM LLC

214732 LIBRARY MATERIALS

027615551739

$112.18

AMAZON COM LLC

214732 LIBRARY MATERIALS

263743998916

$132.93

AMAZON COM LLC

214732 LIBRARY MATERIALS

216292513065

$242.28

AMERITECH PUBLISHING INC

214733 PHONE SERVICE - 2/17 - 3/16

NONE1213

$154.16

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214734 LIBRARY MATERIALS

I77815520

$20.14

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214734 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026825935

$47.10

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214734 LIBRARY MATERIALS

5011874940

$62.56

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214734 LIBRARY MATERIALS

5011861080

$68.80

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214734 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026849372

$70.50

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214734 LIBRARY MATERIALS

5011840021

$78.11

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214734 LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2026830708

$116.11

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214734 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026834048

$129.13
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Warrant Report for 033012L
Vendor Name

Check #

Invoice Description

Invoice #

Amount

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214734 HUGH ERNST MEMORIAL

2026854334

$152.04

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214734 LIB MAT, HUGH ERNST MEM

2026850750

$238.80

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214734 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026853134

$286.92

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214734 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026830580

$292.71

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214734 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026838080

$344.80

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214734 LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D

2026848079

$384.66

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214734 LIB MATERIALS, BOOKMARKS

2026854395

$450.12

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214734 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026845605

$522.00

BAKER & TAYLOR INC

214734 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2026827306

$532.58

BERNAN PRESS

214735 LIBRARY MATERIALS

I10683423

$48.00

BLACKSTONE AUDIO INC

214736 BOOKMARKS

603730

$92.25

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC

214737 LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

256610D

$14.99

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC

214737 LIBRARY MATERIALS

258062D

$41.14

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC

214737 LIBRARY MATERIALS

270031D

$49.26

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC

214737 LIBRARY MATERIALS

254241D

$79.94

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC

214737 LIBRARY MATERIALS

270455D

$97.00

BOOK WHOLESALERS INC

214737 LIBRARY MATERIALS

262779D

$121.28

BUFFALO COUNTY

214738 LIBRARY MATERIALS

NONE1213

CITY OF MENOMONIE

214752 LOST ITEM REFUND JUV BK

LIBRFND1213

DEMCO INC

214741 CS SUPPLIES

4536976

$31.20

DOUGLAS COUNTY LAND RECORDS

214742 LIBRARY MATERIALS

NONE1213

$36.00

DOWNTOWN EAU CLAIRE INC

214740 DECI ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP

NONE1213

$100.00

EO JOHNSON CO INC

214743 REF COPIER MAINT-4/5-7/4

CNIN546858

GALE GROUP

214744 LIBRARY MATERIALS

17477272

HANCOCK FABRICS INC

214745 CS SUPPLIES

175848

HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS

214746 EQUIPMENT PURCHASE

HBS00062842

HIGHSMITH COMPANY

214747 YS SUPPLIES - BOOKMARKS

4545825

L&M MAIL SERVICES INC

214748 FRNDS - LIBRARY LINKS

26133

$128.49

LOGISTECH INC

214749 LIBRARY MATERIALS

135990

$98.25

MEGA

214750 FRNDS PRGRM RFRSHMENTS

342433

$49.22

MEMORIAL HIGH SCHOOL

214751 LIBRARY MATERIALS

NONE1213

$50.00

MIDWEST TAPE

214753 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2779218

$10.39

MIDWEST TAPE

214753 GIFT VIDEO TO DVD

2779216

$11.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214753 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2779211

$19.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214753 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2779207

$23.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214753 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2779213

$31.99
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$34.00
$9.95

$82.00
$125.12
$53.94
$10,049.68
$41.75

Warrant Report for 033012L
Vendor Name

Check #

Invoice Description

Invoice #

Amount

MIDWEST TAPE

214753 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2779208

$35.98

MIDWEST TAPE

214753 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2779215

$41.58

MIDWEST TAPE

214753 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2779217

$43.17

MIDWEST TAPE

214753 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2779220

$49.98

MIDWEST TAPE

214753 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2779221

$59.98

MIDWEST TAPE

214753 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2779222

$69.97

MIDWEST TAPE

214753 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2779212

$83.95

MIDWEST TAPE

214753 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2779219

$89.99

MIDWEST TAPE

214753 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2779209

$107.97

MIDWEST TAPE

214753 LIBRARY MATERIALS

2779214

$110.95

MIDWEST TAPE

214753 GIFT VIDEO TO DVD

2779210

$177.50

NORTH HIGH SCHOOL

214754 LIBRARY MATERIALS

NONE1213

$63.00

PETTY CASH

214755 PRIZES, SUPPLIES, RFRSHMNT

NONE1213

$68.04

POLK COUNTY EXTENSION OFFICE

214756 LIBRARY MATERIALS

NONE1213

$36.00

PRESCOTT PUBLIC LIBRARY

214757 LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK

LIBRFND1213

$31.00

SOFTMART GOVT SERVICES INC

214758 COMP SERV CHG

ARINV-353042

$176.99

SPRING VALLEY LIBRARY

214759 LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK

LIBRFND1213

$30.00

STATE BAR OF WISCONSIN

214760 LIBRARY MATERIALS

451895

$60.55

THOMAS KLISE CO

214739 LIBRARY MATERIALS

19784A

$288.25

US GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 214761 LIBRARY MATERIALS

NONE1213

$500.00

VALUE LINE PUBLISHING INC

214762 LIBRARY MATERIALS

NONE1213

$898.00

WEST GROUP

214763 LIBRARY MATERIALS

824615015

$279.00

WISCNET

214764 WISCNET SPAM SERV FEE

23737682

$17.00

$19,861.38
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LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
Supplemental Bills & Claims Listing - MARCH 2012

CUSTODIAL OPERATING BUDGET
VENDOR
DESCRIPTION
Various
Salaries, wages
Various
Overtime
Various
Employer paid benefits
Bartingale Mechanical
Heat Pump Repairs
Waste Management
Garbage Service
Cascade Cart Solutions
Garbage Containers
Schilling Paper
Vacuum Parts

LIBRARY OPERATING BUDGET
VENDOR
DESCRIPTION
Various
Salaries & wages, shift prem, longevity, special pays
Various
Employer paid benefits
Various
Health Insurance
Various
Misc. Reimbursements
City of Eau Claire
Health Insurance Deductible
City of Eau Claire
Postage
City of Eau Claire
Computer Serv. Chgs.
City of Eau Claire
Audit
City of Eau Claire
Training & Meetings
City of Eau Claire
Telephone
City of Eau Claire
Operating Supplies
City of Eau Claire
Library Materials - Nonprint 4
City of Eau Claire
Library Materials - Book - Ad
City of Eau Claire
Gifts - Arts West, 9-11, Daycare Kits
City of Eau Claire
Gifts - FRNDS - Arts West
City of Eau Claire
Other Materials

AMOUNT
$
9,183.63
305.11
3,613.85
427.61
60.13
63.72
186.43
$ 13,840.48

AMOUNT
$ 133,864.90
21,719.15
25,140.95
1,673.23
1,010.52
8.59
168.00
346.29
531.11
186.05
60.01
1,089.93
5.04
564.00
$ 186,367.77

2011 PAYMENT ADJUSTMENT NOT PREVIOUSLY APPROVED
VENDOR
DESCRIPTION
City of Eau Claire
Capital Campaign - Display Cases
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AMOUNT
356.34

LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
Statistical Report - MARCH
2010

2011

2012

Chng.
Prev. Yr.

Description

1,529
1,445

n/a
n/a

1,433
1,524

n/a
n/a

AVERAGE ADJUSTED DAILY NUMBER OF LIBRARY VISITS IN BUILDING
Month of MARCH
Year to date

647
628

n/a
n/a

694
666

n/a
n/a

AVERAGE DAILY NUMBER OF LIBRARY VISITS TO YOUTH SERVICES
Month of MARCH
Year to date

n/a
n/a

407
1,243

521
1,117

28.0%
-10.1%

71.2%
15.8%
13.0%

71.0%
15.7%
13.3%

70.9%
16.1%
13.1%

-0.2%
3.0%
-1.4%

ATTENDEES AT YOUTH SERVICES OUTREACH PROGRAMS:
Month of MARCH
Year to date
% SHARE OF CHECKOUTS AND RENEWALS (Does NOT incl outgoing MORE)
City of Eau Claire
Remainder of Eau Claire County participating in Co. Lib. Svcs. Agreement
All other users checking something out or renewing from this building
Figures given for billable period according to contract (July - February)

NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS CHECKING SOMETHING OUT FROM THIS BLDG:
Month of MARCH
Year to date

16,909
47,440

16,068
44,227

14,997
43,411

-6.7%
-1.8%

n/a
n/a

80,253
220,556

71,532
229,830

-10.9%
4.2%

CHECKOUTS
Month of MARCH
Year to date

n/a
n/a

21,755
60,540

21,109
59,100

-3.0%
-2.4%

RENEWALS
Month of MARCH
Year to date
Note: the consortium changed the method of counting checkouts and renewals
in October, 2010. Remote renewals are no longer estimated separately.

12,185
34,728

12,109
34,587

10,856
32,218

12,786
35,238

13,212
36,664

12,156
35,696

MORE CONSORTIUM CHECKOUTS
Incoming materials (included in Checkouts above)
-10.3% Month of MARCH
-6.8% Year to date

-8.0%
-2.6%

Outgoing materials (NOT included in Checkouts above)
Month of MARCH
Year to date

MORE CONSORTIUM CHECKOUTS OF JUVENILE MATERIALS
Incoming materials (included in Checkouts above)
-8.1% Month of MARCH(includes renewals)
7.0% Year to date (includes renewals)

1,705
4,715

2,669
7,251

2,454
7,757

2,175
5,955

2,465
6,523

2,206
6,337

-10.5%
-2.9%

10,355
24,567

11,397
25,925

11,238
29,011

-1.4%
11.9%

Outgoing materials (NOT included in Checkouts above)
Month of MARCH
Year to date
UNIQUE VISITORS TO WEBSITE
Month of MARCH
Year to date
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2010

2011

2012

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

3,164
9,581

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

128
507

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

361
1,343

n/a

n/a

1.74

Chng.
Prev. Yr.

Description

FREEGAL DOWNLOADS - Note: Freegal service began February 22, 2011
n/a Month of MARCH
n/a Year to date
FREADING DOWNLOADS - Note: Freading service began JANUARY 3, 2012
n/a Unique Users - Month of MARCH
n/a Year to date
n/a Total Downloads - Month of MARCH
n/a Year to date
n/a Average Tokens Use Per Download - Month of MARCH
DOWNLOADABLE MATERIALS
BY EAU CLAIRE CARDHOLDER '(Not included in checkouts above)
Note: Statistics for downloadable materials started in JANUARY of 2011.

Downloadable Audio Books
48.9% Month of MARCH
35.9% Year to date

n/a
n/a

439
1,481

653
2,013

n/a
n/a

195
540

559
1,463

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

669
2,132

n/a
n/a

10
23

2
12

Downloadable Music
-80.0% Month of MARCH
-47.8% Year to date

n/a
n/a

8
20

12
36

Downloadable Video
50.0% Month of MARCH
80.0% Year to date

Downloadable eBooks - Note: Kindle numbers shown below
186.7% Month of MARCH
170.9% Year to date
Downloadable Kindle eBooks - Note: Available beginning Sept. 21, 2011
n/a Month of MARCH
n/a Year to date

INTERLIBRARY LOANS
Incoming materials (included in "Checkouts above)
-29.9% Month of MARCH(without renewals)
-33.6% Year to date (without renewals)

443
1,261

231
732

162
486

305
951

294
997

294
942

0.0%
-5.5%

Outgoing materials (included in Checkouts above)
Month of MARCH(without renewals)
Year to date (without renewals)

1
5

4
33

4
15

0.0%
-54.5%

Outgoing materials (included in Checkouts above)
Month of MARCH(renewals)
Year to date (renewals)

917
2,840

1,088
2,788

931
2,749

-14.4%
-1.4%

56
318

70
166

94
252

HOME DELIVERY (included in Checkouts above)
Month of MARCH(without renewals)
Year to date (without renewals)

HOME DELIVERY RENEWALS (included in Checkouts above)
above)
34.3% Month of MARCH Renewals
51.8% Year to date Renewals
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FOCUS ON THE FUTURE: THE LIBRARY’S STRATEGIC PLAN
YEAR 2012: STAFF DETAILS
April 2012 Update
GOAL 1: Residents of all ages in the Eau Claire area are fully engaged in community
life and can enjoy an enriched quality of life in the area by taking advantage of
opportunities to interact with their fellow residents/citizens.
STRATEGY 1: Explore ways to enhance cultural programming and to create greater
opportunities for civic engagement.
Administration: Continue to work with and support as appropriate other organizations and
groups in community life and civil engagement activities and efforts. (Ongoing.)
Administration/PRPS:
Continue to promote Library meeting facilities to government and school officials as a
neutral place to hold hearings/meetings. (Ongoing.)
Provide information on all programs held at the library for the public, whether the
library sponsors or not. By doing this, the library will be able to show engagement
with other organizations that use library facilities to advance their programs to the
public. (Ongoing.)
PRPS: As opportunities arise, consider programming to engage the public in the
contemplation and discussion of the importance of community, civility and compassion in
their daily lives. By bringing adult audiences together for programs and events that include
reading, viewing, reflection, discussion and civic engagement initiatives, the library will
enhance the quality of life and learning in the community.
STRATEGY 2: Enhance the quality of meeting room space to include appropriate
technologies and more comfortable seating.
Administration: Consider possible funding sources including the 2013 library budget, gifts,
etc. for new, more comfortable furnishings in the Chippewa Room and improved equipment
including hearing loop systems in the Chippewa Room and Board Room, teleconferencing
equipment, etc.
Circulation/Custodial/Reference/Youth Services:
Implement new policies, procedures and staffing that resulted from the process
improvement effort regarding meeting rooms.
Continue to streamline bookings of the meeting rooms to give the public an easier
way to request a room and a way to view available space.
STRATEGY 3: Evaluate the mix of adult programming to include programming by and for
groups, organizations and participants not traditionally involved in library programming.
(Ongoing.)
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Adult and Youth Services: Have core staff go out to different organizations promoting the
library and what the library can offer them. Approach them to see if we could speak at their
meeting. (Ongoing.)
PRPS:

Continue to engage groups and organizations that have not traditionally participated
in library programming and work with them to possibly develop programs of interest
to their members.
Continue outreach efforts and involve new program attendees in evaluation of
program offerings.
Has core staff prepared to go out to different organizations to promote the library and
what the library can offer them. Approach different organizations to see if we could
speak at their meetings.

Update on Goal 1
The Library Director, the Electronic Resources Facilitator, reference and other library
staff continue to be involved in and/or support the activities of Clear Vision Eau
Claire, Downtown Eau Claire, Inc. (DECI), the Eau Claire Happiness Initiative, the
Good Life, Chippepedia, the Eau Claire Community Forum, the Genealogical
Research Society of Eau Claire (GRSEC) and Ticket to Adventure. Working with the
Friends of the Library and the Friends Board is an ongoing endeavor.
PRPS staff is looking at ALA and PLA initiatives relating the civic engagement,
community life and civility but have not settled on any for this library at this time.
Staff is looking at what, if anything further, should be done with the Chippewa Room
beyond the technological improvements that have been made. New “comfortable”
seating could limit the flexibility for the uses of the room.
The Red Cedar Room has been discussed as a location for a future Friends
“bookstore” but ultimately that will be decision of the Friends.
The Meeting Room Committee looking at a process improvement for how the
meeting rooms are scheduled and managed should be done by the end of the
second quarter. This will include the implementation of online meeting room
reservation software.
The Library Director, the Assistant Director and the Purchasing Associate continue to
look at automated vending services for library customers.
Staff completed programming outreach to outside organizations especially as
concerned information regarding general library services, e-content and youth
services.

GOAL 2: Preschool children have new opportunities to develop early literacy skills
that prepare them to enter school ready to learn and impart the joy of reading and a
pattern of lifelong learning.
STRATEGY 1: Focus greater attention on providing early literacy skills for preschool
children, for their parents and for their care-givers.
Administration: Continue to allocate funding to provide all Youth Services staff with
additional education and training opportunities related to early literacy services.
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Youth Services Manager:
Develop a Play and Learn portion of the library website so it serves as an extension
of what is offered here at the library.
Continue staff training opportunities.
Offer workshops using the Every Child Ready to Read materials. Promote the five
practices and help parents and caregivers build these into their daily routines to help
children get ready to read.
Youth Services Management and Staff:
In general, apply for grants/foundation funding if available.
Specifically investigate LSTA grants--possibly apply for a specific project in the fall.
Tour Ridgedale Public Library in Minnesota to see their early literacy spots
Youth Services Staff:
Work with the school district to ensure that library programming is highly compatible
with the school district’s objectives in regard to reading readiness.
Arrange staff visits to observe and interact with youth services staff at exemplary
libraries.
Continue to document planning and implementation efforts to benefit other libraries
in the future. (Ongoing.)
NOTE: This goal and strategy does NOT represent an abandonment of the work that the
library has already been doing. Rather it represents a greater emphasis on a component of
the youth services program where the library can make a unique contribution; preparing
children to enter school “ready to learn.”
STRATEGY 2: Work collaboratively with educators to develop strategies that promote
reading readiness. Include attention to ESL/ESOL needs.
Head of Youth Services:
Continue ongoing training of youth services staff.
Prepare a document that outlines how the library program interfaces with other
existing pre-literacy and early literacy efforts.
Youth Services Management and Staff: Establish specific outcome-based objectives for
an early literacy initiative.
STRATEGY 3: Maintain a focus on making the introduction to books and reading “fun!”
NOTE: This strategy is included simply as a reminder that one of the Library’s unique roles
is introducing pre-school children to the world of books and the joy of reading in an
enjoyable way that encourages them to become lifelong readers. While the intent of the
Goal is to create an early literacy program that is extremely sound from a pedagogical
standpoint, it is important to ensure that the “enjoyment” factor remains in place.
Update on Goal 2
Staff has begun work on re-vamping the existing Youth Services website. Once the
existing content is revised, they will begin work on the Play and Learn section..
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Youth Services Manager is starting to investigate a possible of early literacy grant
opportunities.
Because of spring scheduling conflicts, Youth Services staff plans a September trip
to tour Ridgedale Public Library in Minnesota to see their early literacy spots.
GOAL 3: Residents of the Eau Claire area are offered relevant new resources,
services and programs that are increasingly delivered in non-traditional ways that
save a new generation of library users their time and money and contribute to their
personal success and quality of life.
STRATEGY 1: Continue to work with libraries and other library organizations to obtain the
most advantageous pricing on the licensing of proprietary content.
Administration/Adult Services:
Continue to work with IFLS, WPLC and other state government agencies and
organizations to collaborate on the purchase of additional e-content and receiving
better pricing on the licensing of proprietary content.
Whenever possible, negotiate with individual vendors on the best pricing available.
STRATEGY 2: Continue efforts to raise public awareness of the availability of high quality
electronic resources through the Library.
Adult Services/Information Technology: Provide ongoing staff training in using new
content sources and new versions of ongoing content resources.
Information Technology:
Work with MORE staff to develop a MORE catalog template scoped specifically to
LEPMPL customer access.
Continue to develop ways to streamline seamless access to LEPMPL website and
electronic product content for its customers.
PRPS: Utilize both traditional media sources (newspaper, radio and television) as well as
new methods of communicating with a mass audience such as social media sites.
STRATEGY 3: Work to implement applications that provide convenient access to relevant
information through handheld devices.
Adult Services/Information Technology:
Continue to develop ways to streamline seamless access to LEPMPL website, the
MORE ILS and electronic product content for its customers.
Explore the provision of handheld readers and launching pilot projects to test their
viability.
Continue the involvement of the public in identifying useful and desirable
applications.
STRATEGY 3: Consider the development of webinars to reach and educate staff and
customers regarding the wide range of e-content and downloadable devices available
including databases, the library web site, the MORE catalog, search engines, recommended
web sites, etc.
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Adult Services/Information Technology/Reference/Youth:
Continue to identify what topics need to be presented and who could present them;
who could assist in the production of them; and the development and implementation
of the webinars.
Consider programing that highlights the different online databases the library offers
as a ½ hour program (e.g., a brownbag series).
Update on Goal 3
Library is taking a stand on Freegal and Freading and the right to provide the best
services possible for its customers.
Mobile access for all devices for library customers now includes the MORE catalog,
library art exhibits, location/hours/contact information, Facebook/Twitter, library
events, featured videos, remote database access, apps, link to the full library
website, etc.
Library staff will begin using QR codes in library publicity and around the library.
(Simply put, a QR code is a black and white bar code that, for example, can be
printed on any print material and directs the user’s browser to a website when
scanned with a mobile device with the appropriate app.)
PRPS staff has been receiving training from Laurie Boettcher on Facebook, Twitter
and other social media and then beginning to apply what they’ve learned to library
publicity and activities and sharing that training with other library staff.
Library is experimenting with posting recorded library programs on the Featured
Programs portion of the library website (e.g., Songs in the Key of Nam, Weaving
Away the Blues and Feathered Friends.)
The Reference Services Manager is continuing to investigate ways to get webinars
on our website. IFLS uses Go ToMeeting which charges for their service. IFLS has
not been completely satisfied with this company because it does not work well
consistently. Reference has scheduled Reference USA database training with a
company representative. This will be available to the public and Reference is looking
into having it taped for posting.
Reference staff has scheduled four Foundation Center grant webinars in 2012 with
open labs to follow each.
Reference staff developed a library website page for staff recommended websites
which will rotate monthly among staff members.
Reference staff has commenced roaming, offering reference assistance at the point
of need in the stacks on both the first and second floors.
GOAL 4: Residents of all ages in the Eau Claire area continue to have convenient
access to a wide range of high-quality traditional library resources, services and
programs that contribute to their quality of life and enable them to succeed at work, at
school, and in their personal lives.
STRATEGY 1: Continue purchase of traditional/print materials that satisfy public demand
and maintain a well-balanced collection. (Ongoing.)
Administration: Continue effort to ensure that budget for print resources remains healthy.
Adult Services/PRPS:
Continue efforts to creatively promote print materials.
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Consider developing personalized reader advisory e-mails for customers.
Customers would sign up giving subject interests and Reference staff would send out
e-mails letting customers know about new materials that would be of interest.
PRPS: Continue media efforts to underscore the continuing importance of print resources
while recognizing emerging digital resources.
STRATEGY 2: Improve “browsability” of library collections through user-friendly/intuitive
arrangement of shelving, enhanced displays and better signage.
Administration/Adult Services/Circulation/ PRPS: Continue work to create a uniform
signage system that helps the public locate desired resources.
Adult Services/Circulation:
Examine existing new materials area and identify ways to improve.
Examine shelving reconfiguration to improve visibility and provide better signage.
Adult Services/PRPS: Continue efforts to creatively promote library materials.
Adult Services/Technical Services/MORE Consortium: Explore mechanisms to make
the MORE catalog more “browsable” and interactive.
STRATEGY 3: Continue to attempt to address issues related to inequities/inconsistency in
the responsibilities of MORE consortium member libraries. (Continuing.)
Administration, Circulation: Continue monitoring and reporting.
Administration/Circulation/ IFLS/MORE: Identify creative solutions that will enable/
encourage smaller libraries to comply with principles/rules.
NOTE: This needs to be an ongoing effort. The long-term viability of resource sharing
depends on fairness of rules and application of the rules to benefit all.
STRATEGY 4: Address access issues related to the elevator’s existing location.
Administration: Implement upgrade of public elevator to use fob system.
Administration/Adult Services/Circulation/PRPS: Identify policies and procedures that
need to be in place to improve public access to elevator.
PRPS: Inform public of increased access to the elevator. Consider new signage as well.
Update on Goal 4
Reference staff continues to offer Reader’s Advisory through a rotating reader’s
advisory table and through Club Read lists on a variety of topics, both in print and on
the library’s website.
Reference is working on a web-based reader advisory service that will personalize
reader advisory to the customer’s interests. Trials are being done using reference
staff at this time.
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PRPS is beginning to consider the next phase of the new signage initiative that will
include stack signage.
The bid documents for the work on the elevators will go out by the end of April.
GOAL 5: The people of the Eau Claire area benefit as the library employs new
technologies, adopts best practices and develops strategic partnerships that enhance
its capacity to serve the public.
STRATEGY 1: Examine traditional service delivery mechanisms in reference and adult
services and consider the implementation of emerging, more interactive models of providing
information services.
Adult Services/Youth Services/Information Technology:
Identify changes that would be needed both physically and operationally.
Consider ways that staff can provide a presence to assist customers on the first and
second floors away from the public desks (e.g., roaming).
Provide information and assistance to customers for using individual computers and
mobile devices.
Continue to promote Meebo and Text-a-librarian as well as looking for and
evaluating new technologies as they come along.
Consider a fax service, scanning and color printing or copying for the public.
Provide wireless printers for library Wi-Fi customers.
STRATEGY 2: Collaborate with other agencies and organizations to expand online access
to local information and content.
Adult Services/Information Technology:
Continue to digitize library materials and promote access from different locations
such as the State Historical Society, the Chippewa Valley Museum, etc.
Continue ongoing collaborative activities and develop new ones with the Chippewa
Valley Museum including scanning and digitization, local history, etc.
Continue ongoing collaborative activities and develop new ones with the
Genealogical Research Society of Eau Claire.
Consider ways to work with customers to provide more historical images and
documents to the library’s history and genealogy databases.
Implement a process whereby local information can be attained from customers
(e.g., a scanning day).
Update on Goal 5
Reference staff produced, both in video form and printable PDFs, tutorials for
customers on using various electronic devices and downloadable media.
Reference staff continuing “roaming” on both the first and second floor.
Reference Services Manager is investigating a fax service for library customer use.
Wireless printers are in the building but have not been deployed yet. The Network
Manager is working with staff to decide the best way to handle this.
A Scanning Day has been set for the library on Saturday, May 19.
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GOAL 6: The vitality of the downtown area is enhanced and personal interaction
between and among area residents increases as physical improvements to the library
building and the surrounding area reinforce the library’s position as an indispensible
center of community life.
STRATEGY 1: Work with the City on plans to redevelop the area within one block in each
direction from the library.
Administration:
Continue to work with the City on plans for the Downtown Riverfront District.
Explore the potential for creating more green space in the area immediately
surrounding the library.
Library needs to be seen as a “player” in urban redevelopment. Goal should be that
the Library is seen as a partner anytime there is an economic development/
redevelopment effort.
Board/Administration: Advocate for improvements and seek specific improvements (such
as permanent free parking in nearby lot).
STRATEGY 2: Work with the City to improve the visibility of existing parking as well as
pedestrian approaches to the library.
Administration: Implement improvements such as better outside lighting and better
signage.
Administration/City/PRPS: Improve exterior signage to help the public locate free/low cost
parking.
STRATEGY 3: Consider the addition of a café, permanent Friend’s bookstore and/or other
amenities that build the library’s reputation as a “destination.”
Administration:
Work with Friends of the Library to discuss desire to make the library a community
destination and assess Friends willingness/desire to be involved either as a partial
funder of enhancement projects or a partner in the operation of such efforts.
Assess the Red Cedar Room and determine what changes would be necessary to
use it either as a bookstore, a café, a combination of the two or enhancing it to
enhance the library’s overall meeting facilities. This strategy is part of an effort to
make the library a “destination” in the community. The specifics such as bookstore,
café, etc. should be determined.
STRATEGY 4: Re-envision current space use to create a friendlier, more engaging first
impression upon entering the building.*
Update on Goal 6
Library Director continues to be involved with Clear Vision Eau Claire and is now on
the Clear Vision Eau Claire Board.
The Library has become a more official, paid member of Downtown Eau Claire, Inc.
(DECI) and the Library Director will begin to attend their monthly Board meetings.
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Eau Claire Good Life core planning team members from the Chippewa Valley
Museum, the Children's Museum, the Eau Claire Regional Arts Center and the
library met with Executive Director Linda John and staff from Visit Eau Claire on April
11 to discuss how to incorporate the Good Life and cultural tourism into Visit Eau
Claire activities and planning and Visit Eau Claire's soon to be released new website.
It was an excellent brainstorming session. A Cultural Tourism Committee of Visit
Eau Claire will likely be one of many results from this good first meeting.
The Library began providing free two-hour library parking at 7 South Dewey Street in
January 2012 for up to 25 vehicles.
Reference staff is looking into moving the new materials stacks around to change the
visual appearance of the area as well as looking into ways to improve the shelves in
that area to keep the books from sliding off.
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Comparison of 2010 - 2012 Library Materials Budgets

2010

2011

2012

% of Library
Materials Budget

Print Books - Adult
Print Books - Juvenile
Magazines and Newspapers

$ 187,100
$ 75,800
$ 19,300

$ 192,152
$ 77,847
$ 19,821

$ 197,732
$ 80,126
$ 20,413

46.69
18.92
4.82

Media (music, movies, audiobooks)
Database and Downloadable Subscriptions

$ 61,800
$ 56,700

$ 63,469
$ 58,231

$ 65,304
$ 59,925

15.42
14.15

Total

$ 400,700

$ 411,519

$ 423,500

100

Notes:

(a) 2.7% increase for 2011;
(b) 2.9% increase for 2012.
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Policy Title:

SERVICE ANIMALS

Date adopted:

08/20/09

Number:

4

Category:

Customer Relations

Date amended:
Date last reviewed:

In conformance with the federal Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), all service animals
(including those in training) are welcome at the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library.
Animals, other than service animals, are not permitted in the Library, unless as a part of a
program authorized by the Library Director.
ADA defines a service animal as any guide dog, signal dog or other animal individually
trained to do work or perform tasks for the benefit of an individual with special needs,
including, but not limited to, guiding individuals with impaired vision, alerting individuals with
impaired hearing to intruders or sounds, providing minimal protection or rescue work, pulling
a wheelchair or fetching dropped items. A service animal is not a pet. If they meet the
definition above, animals are considered service animals under the ADA regardless of
whether they have been licensed or certified by a state or local government.
Service Animal definition per the U.S. Department of Justice: “Service animal means
any dog or miniature horse that is individually trained (including those in training per
Wisconsin’s Equal Rights Statute) to do work or perform tasks for the benefit of an
individual with a disability, including a physical, sensory, psychiatric, intellectual, or
other mental disability. Other species of animals, whether wild or domestic, trained
or untrained, are not service animals for the purposes of this definition. The work or
tasks performed by a service animal must be directly related to the handler's
disability.”
Service animals may be asked to leave the Library Library staff may ask the handler to
remove his or her animal, even a service animal, from the building under circumstances
that include the following:
The animal does not meet the definition of a valid service animal as defined
above.
The animal is unruly, disruptive, or exhibits aggressive behavior. (An animal that
behaves disruptively has not been trained successfully to function as a service
animal in public settings. In such cases, the animal need not be treated as a service
animal, even if the animal performs assistive functions for a person with special
needs.)
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The animal is not on a leash harnessed, leashed or similarly tethered, unless the
handler is unable to do so because of a disability or the tether interferes with
the service animal’s safe, effective performance of tasks, in which case the
animal must still be under control (e.g., voice controls, signals, or other
means). (Service animals are expected to be on a leash and controlled by the
owner at all times.) (Per City Ordinance 6.08.010, a leash no longer than 8 feet shall
be used to control the animal, unless the person in question is able to successfully
use a harness for the control of the animal.)
The animal is destructive and the handler does not take effective action to
control it.
The animal is not house broken. (The Library is not responsible to care for or
supervise the animal while on Library property.)
The animal is ill.
The animal is unclean.
The owner does not clean up after his or her animal.
The animal's vaccination record is not up to date. (All animals must be immunized
against diseases common to that type of animal. Dogs must wear a current rabies
vaccination tag.)
If the service animal is removed, the handler shall be allowed to return to the Library
without the service animal.
Library staff may also reasonably restrict a service animal from those parts of the
Library where the height/weight of the service animal might jeopardize the safety of
persons or property.
Library staff should refer to the Customer Rights & Responsibilities staff manual for
guidelines for how to assess whether an animal is a valid service animal.
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Guidelines to assess whether an animal is a valid service animal:
1) Does it meet the definition?
Service Animal definition per the U.S. Department of Justice: “Service animal
means any dog or miniature horse that is individually trained (including those
in training per Wisconsin’s Equal Rights Statute) to do work or perform tasks
for the benefit of an individual with a disability, including a physical, sensory,
psychiatric, intellectual, or other mental disability. Other species of animals,
whether wild or domestic, trained or untrained, are not service animals for the
purposes of this definition. The work or tasks performed by a service animal
must be directly related to the handler's disability.”
2) Staff cannot require that the person claiming the need for a service animal
show proof that they have a disability under ADA if that is not clear. Do not
ask for or read "doctor's notes." Do not ask the patron about their disability.
3) Staff may ask either one or both of the following questions: (a) Is your animal
required because of a disability; (b) What work or task has your animal been
trained to perform?
(Note: Comfort and/or emotional support provided by an animal don’t qualify
as legitimate tasks; however, tasks such as helping remind the handler to take
medicine, interrupt self-mutilation or removing the handler if he or she
becomes disoriented do qualify. Also, service animals whose purpose is to
provide physically aggressive protection do not qualify.)
4) Staff cannot require certification of training. If the customer tells us what
service the animal has been trained, or is in training, to provide, then the
animal may be permitted into the library. When in doubt, err on the side of
admitting the animal, provided the customer makes a reasonable explanation
of the service the animal is trained, or is in training, to provide and the animal
does not present a health, safety or disruptive risk to other library users.
5) Not all service animal users will call their animal a service animal. The patron
may call a valid service animal an "assistance," "companion," "prescription,"
"social" or "therapy" animal. In these cases, follow up with the question above
regarding individual training. Non-service “"assistance," “companion,”
"prescription," “social” or "therapy" animals do not have the legal status of
service animals and will not be admitted into the building. Some people are
not aware there is a difference between ADA service animal definitions and the
definitions in housing and transportation law. An animal that is allowed in
housing as a “therapy” animal may not meet the ADA legal definition of being
"individually trained."
6) Library staff may also reasonably restrict a valid service animal from those
parts of the Library where the height/weight of the service animal might
jeopardize the safety of persons or property. An example would be restricting
a service animal from an area where fragile art is on exhibit. Any such
restriction must be reasonable and applied in a common sense fashion.
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